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I, Derek A. Newman, declare as follows: 

1. I am counsel of record for Plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC in this case. I have been

admitted pro hac vice in the United States District Court for the District of Delaware to represent 

Social Ranger in this matter. I make this declaration based on my personal knowledge. 

2. I submit this Declaration in support of Plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC’s Answering

Briefs in Opposition to Defendant’s Motion to Exclude Expert Testimony of Justin Waldron and 

Joshua Grant (D.I. 231), Defendant’s Motion to Exclude Expert Testimony of Dr. Alan S. 

Frankel (D.I. 233), and Defendant’s Motion for Summary Judgment as to Plaintiff Social 

Ranger’s Request for Injunctive Relief (D.I. 236). 

3. Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the Deposition of

Scott Lynn, dated July 12, 2016. 

4. Attached as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the Social Ranger

30(b)(6) Deposition of Adam Caplan, dated August 22, 2016. 

5. Attached as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the Deposition of

Adam Caplan, dated August 23, 2016. 

6. Attached as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the Deposition of

William Hawkins, dated September 30, 2016. 

7. Attached as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the Deposition of

Mark Zuckerberg, dated December 22, 2016. 

8. Attached as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the Deposition of

Dr. Alan S. Frankel, dated January 6, 2107. 

9. Attached as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the Deposition of

Dr. Dennis Carlton, dated January 12, 2017. 
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10. Attached as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy Plaintiff Social Ranger LLC’s

Supplemental Objections and Responses to Defendant Facebook, Inc.’s First Set of 

Interrogatories, dated September 30, 2016. 

11. Attached as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of Facebook’s Platform Policies,

dated July 1, 2011 Bates-stamped SR00153154, which was produced by Social Ranger in this 

case. 

12. Attached as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of Social Ranger’s System Design

Document Bates-stamped SR00249884, which was produced by Social Ranger in this case.  

I declare under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that the 

foregoing is true and correct.  

Executed on February 8, 2017.  

Derek A. Newman 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

--------------------------------------x

SOCIAL RANGER, LLC,

Plaintiff,

vs.

FACEBOOK, INC.,

Defendant.

--------------------------------------x

C.A. No. 14-1525-LPS

July 12, 2016
9:00 a.m.

 PAGES 79-80 DESIGNATED HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL

     Videotaped Deposition of SCOTT LYNN,
held at the offices of Covington & Burling,
LLP, The New York Times Building, 620
Eighth Avenue, New York, New York, before
David Henry, a Certified Court Reporter and
Notary Public of the State of New York.

____________________________________________________
DIGITAL EVIDENCE GROUP

1730 M Street, NW, Suite 812
Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 232-0646
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1      Facebook.

2 MR. NEWMAN:   My name is Derek

3      Newman, I represent the plaintiff

4      Social Ranger, LLC and the witness

5      Scott Lynn.  I'm joined by the chief

6      legal officer of Social Ranger, John

7      Herbst, and Social Ranger CEO Adam

8      Caplan.

9 MR. BARNETT:    One thing to put

10      on the record, I gather, Mr. Newman,

11      that Mr. Caplan has been designated as

12      a 30(b)(6) witness for Social Ranger

13      in this litigation, is that correct?

14 MR. NEWMAN:    We anticipate that

15      we will designate Adam Caplan as the

16      30(b)(6) corporate representative.

17 MR. BARNETT:    Okay, in our view

18      it's not appropriate for Mr. Caplan to

19      be here and we note our view on the

20      record that we don't consent and

21      reserve all arguments and objections.

22 MR. NEWMAN:   Alright, thank you.
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1 S C O T T   L Y N N ,   called

2 as a witness, having been duly sworn, was

3 examined and testified as follows:

4 EXAMINATION BY MR. BARNETT:

5      Q.    Hello, Mr. Lynn, my name is Tom

6 Barnett as you just heard.  I represent

7 Facebook in this litigation.  I'm going to

8 be taking your deposition.  Why don't we

9 start off with some basics.  Can you just

10 say and spell your name for the court

11 reporter.

12      A.    Scott Lynn, S-C-O-T-T  L-Y-N-N.

13      Q.    And where do you work currently?

14      A.    I chair the board at Adknowledge

15 and I have a startup that I'm working on

16 called Payability.

17      Q.    And do you have a work address?

18      A.    I do.

19      Q.    What is that?

20      A.    154 Grand Street.

21      Q.    And is that associated with

22 Adknowledge?

Q. And where do you work currently?

A. I chair the board at Adknowledge
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1      A.    It's associated with Payability.

2      Q.    So you don't currently have an

3 office with Adknowledge?

4      A.    No.

5      Q.    I just want to go over a few

6 groundrules.  I'm going to be asking you

7 questions and asking you to answer them.

8 The court reporter in particular would

9 appreciate a yes or a no or a verbal answer

10 as opposed to a nod or an uh-huh so that it

11 can be recorded on the transcript.  If you

12 would allow me to try to finish my question

13 before you start to answer I will also try

14 not to jump in on your answers to ask

15 another question.  It makes for a clearer

16 record and a less stressed court reporter.

17 If your attorney objects to a question you

18 should go ahead and answer it unless he

19 specifically instructs you not it answer it.

20 If there is a question that is pending, in

21 general we can take a break whenever you

22 want; if there is a question pending you
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1 using Virtu Mundo?

2      A.    It might be a mortgage company

3 that's paying for cost per leads and then

4 Virtu Mundo might go out and find different

5 places on the internet to place that

6 mortgage on.

7      Q.    And can you give me some of the

8 prime examples of publishers on the internet

9 that might display an ad that Virtu Mundo is

10 handling?

11      A.    I can't; not today.

12      Q.    Could you from back when you were

13 more directly involved?

14      A.    Well, I wasn't -- that business

15 was started after I left, so the business,

16 the company has really substantially

17 changed, so I just don't have any first-hand

18 experience with that.

19      Q.    Did you leave the company in

20 2004?

21      A.    It would have been 2003 or 2004.

22      Q.    And what was Virtu Mundo doing at
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1 the time you left?

2      A.    Virtu Mundo was sort of in the

3 process of transforming from an online game

4 that I mentioned into an e-mail marketing

5 company.

6      Q.    Okay, had Virtu Mundo developed

7 any other games besides the sweepstakes game

8 that you mentioned?

9      A.    No.

10      Q.    And who is the CEO or chief

11 operating officer of Virtu Mundo today?

12      A.    Travis Tisa.

13      Q.    And where is he located?

14      A.    He is located in Rochester, New

15 York.

16      Q.    And how long has he been the CEO?

17      A.    Several years.  I'm not sure

18 exactly how long, but probably close to 10

19 years.

20      Q.    Alright, so you started

21 Adknowledge in 2004.  For how long -- and

22 you're still affiliated with Adknowledge,

Q. Alright, so you star

Adknowledge in 2004. For how long -- and

you're still affiliated with Adknowledge,
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1 correct?

2      A.    Yeah, I chair the board.

3      Q.    Right.  And for how long were you

4 employed by Adknowledge as somebody other

5 than a member of the board of directors?

6      A.    Well, I was CEO from 2004.  I'm

7 not sure exactly when Ben Lake became CEO.

8 I'd like to say it was October of 2012, but

9 that could be wrong.  We should check the

10 dates on that.  But that was roughly when I

11 was CEO.

12      Q.    Was there a gap between when you

13 ceased being CEO and Ben Lake became the

14 CEO?

15      A.    No.  Ben reported to me as COO

16 for a long time, so when I stepped down he

17 stepped into the CEO role straightaway.

18      Q.    So if you stepped down in May of

19 2012, he would have become the CEO in May or

20 June of 2012?

21      A.    Well, I think I just said October

22 of 2012, but somewhere around there.

correct?

A. Yeah, I chair the board.

Q. Right. And for how long were you

employed by Adknowledge as somebody other

than a member of the board of directors?

A. Well, I was CEO from 2004. I'm

not sure exactly when Ben Lake became CEO.

I'd like to say it was October of 2012, but

that could be wrong. We should check the

dates on that. But that was roughly when I

was CEO.
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1      Q.    Right.  I understand that's your

2 recollection, but I'm just trying to say,

3 but if your recollection is wrong about when

4 you stepped down, you're saying he became

5 the CEO at the time you stepped down?

6      A.    He would have immediately become

7 the CEO.

8      Q.    Okay.  So have you held any

9 positions at Adknowledge other than as CEO

10 or chairman of the board?

11      A.    Director on the board.

12      Q.    And for how long have you worked

13 while -- you're a director currently?

14      A.    Correct, yes.

15      Q.    How long have you been a

16 director?

17      A.    Since the company was founded.

18      Q.    And you mentioned your startup

19 that you're working with right now, and

20 again, what is the name of that?

21      A.    The company is called Payability.

22      Q.    Payability, thank you.  Are there

Q. Okay. So have you held any

positions at Adknowledge other than as CEO

or chairman of the board?

A. Director on the board.

Q. And for how long have you worked

while -- you're a director currently?

A. Correct, yes.

Q. How long have you been a

director?

A. Since the company was founded.
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1 any other companies that you have had a

2 working relationship with either as an

3 employee, director or shareholder?

4      A.    I'm sure there are.  There's

5

6 past with different companies, but nothing

7 that I would consider myself that involved

8 with or that active with.

9      Q.    Well, have you held an employment

10 position with any other company?

11      A.    No.  Not that I can think of.  I

12 did have, I mean going way back I did do web

13 design when I was in my late teens before

14 starting Virtu Mundo, but I think those are

15 the only employment positions.

16      Q.    And have you held an officer or

17 director position at any other company?

18      A.    No, I don't think so.

19      Q.    Have you held an investment

20 interest in any other online advertising

21 related companies?

22      A.    An investment interest in any
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12

13      Q.    Okay.  Were you involved in the

14 decision to create the Social Ranger entity?

15 MR. NEWMAN:   Objection, vague.

16      A.    I was.

17      Q.    Do you remember when that took

18 place?

19      A.    I don't.

20      Q.    What is the Social Ranger between

21 Social Ranger and Adknowledge?

22      A.    Social Ranger is I guess the

Q. What is the Social Ranger between

Social Ranger and Adknowledge?

A. Social Ranger is I guess the
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1 successor for the legal claim that

2 SuperRewards had against Facebook and it's

3 an entity that we're working on building so

4 that in the event we decide to reenter the

5 virtual currency market because of this

6 litigation, we're able to do so, which is

7 why we've hired or brought back Adam Caplan.

8      Q.    So let me just understand.  First

9 who owns Social Ranger?

10      A.    Adknowledge owns Social Ranger.

11      Q.    A hundred percent of it?

12      A.    That's my understanding, yes.

13 Less potential stock option plans or things

14 that may be granted to employees in the

15 future.  But in terms of equity, I believe

16 Adknowledge owns a hundred percent.

17      Q.    And do you know how many

18 employees Social Ranger has?

19      A.    I believe it's just Adam right

20 now.

21      Q.    Okay, and you mentioned bringing

22 Mr. Caplan back.  When did that take place?

successor for the legal claim that

SuperRewards had against Facebook and it's

an entity that we're working on building so

that in the event we decide to reenter the

virtual currency market because of this

litigation, we're able to do so, which is

why we've hired or brought back Adam Caplan.

Q. So let me just understand. First

who owns Social Ranger?

A. Adknowledge owns Social Ranger.

Q. A hundred percent of it?

A. That's my understanding, yes.

Less potential stock option plans or things

that may be granted to employees in the

future. But in terms of equity, I believe

Adknowledge owns a hundred percent.
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1      A.    The conversations have been

2 ongoing, but I think we more or less came to

3 terms to bring Adam back, I don't know, a

4 handful of months ago.

5      Q.    In 2016?

6      A.    I don't recall specifically.  I

7 think maybe 2016.  I'm not sure.

8      Q.    Does Mr. Caplan have an

9 employment agreement?

10      A.    My understanding is that he does.

11      Q.    Would you have reviewed that

12 agreement?

13      A.    I did not.

14      Q.    So who would have made the

15 decision to bring Mr. Caplan on board?

16      A.    Well, it was certainly me who

17 would have ultimately made the decision in

18 conjunction with the senior Adknowledge

19 team, but that agreement would have been

20 prepared by Adknowledge's general counsel.

21      Q.    Would you have reviewed the

22 general terms of employment that were
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1 offered to Mr. Caplan?

2      A.    I do recall discussing the

3 general terms high level.

4      Q.    And prior to Mr. Caplan coming on

5 board, did Social Ranger have any employees?

6      A.    It did not.  Not to my

7 recollection.

8      Q.    Does it have a general counsel

9 now to your knowledge?

10      A.    I believe the Adknowledge general

11 counsel may be acting as general counsel for

12 Social Ranger as well, but I'm not certain.

13      Q.    Does Social Ranger have any

14 assets?

15      A.    It does.  Obviously the claim

16 against Facebook and we have started

17 building out a business plan which I think

18 has been completed on how we would think

19 about reentering the market.

20      Q.    Does it have a balance sheet?

21      A.    It does.  I'm sure it has a

22 balance sheet.

Q. Does Social Ranger have any

assets?

A. It does. Obviously the claim

against Facebook and we have started

building out a business plan which I think

has been completed on how we would think

about reentering the market.
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1      Q.    Do you recall seeing a balance

2 sheet at some point?

3      A.    I don't.

4      Q.    So are you aware of any other

5 assets other than what you mentioned?

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15 be

16

17

18
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20

21

22
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1 in the business that SuperRewards used to

2 do?

3      A.    Well, so for example when we

4 acquired SuperRewards, one of the key

5 synergies that we saw was taking advertisers

6 from a product that we had called Bit System

7 and showing those advertisers in an offer

8 wall that SuperRewards created, so I think

9 depending on what happens with this case we

10 would think about that similarly.

11      Q.    So can you give me just an

12 example of an advertiser who might be

13 interested in that?

14      A.    Sure.  So I think one of the

15 largest advertisers that SuperRewards had

16 and that Adknowledge had was an advertiser

17

18

19

20 large advertiser of our e-mail business.

21 And we used that relationship collectively

22 between Adknowledge and between SuperRewards

in the business that SuperRewards used to

do?

A. Well, so for example when we

acquired SuperRewards, one of the key

synergies that we saw was taking advertisers

from a product that we had called Bit System

and showing those advertisers in an offer

wall that SuperRewards created, so I think

depending on what happens with this case we

would think about that similarly.
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1 to expand their spend within the

2 SuperRewards platform.

3      Q.    Is Netflix still a customer of

4 Adknowledge?

5      A.    I don't know.  I don't know.

6      Q.    Could they just, you're not sure

7 one way or the other?

8      A.    Could be, probably is, but I'm

9 not sure one way or another.

10      Q.    There's not a specific reason

11 that you're aware of why they would have

12 dropped Adknowledge?

13      A.    No.

14      Q.    So just so I understand it, I'm

15 Netflix, I assume that a large part of the

16 purpose of advertising would be to get

17 people to sign up for Netflix subscriptions,

18 is that fair?

19      A.    That's correct.

20      Q.    And so Adknowledge would help

21 distribute that message through various

22 outlets?
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1      A.    That's a good question.  I don't

2 know, and the reason I would say I don't

3 know is because how advertisers paid for

4 advertising in 2009 is, or maybe even 2008,

5 I'm fuzzy on when we owned the Cubics

6 business, was very different than how they

7 pay for advertising today.  But I'm assuming

8 it would have been on a cost per click or

9 cost per thousand basis; maybe on a cost per

10 action basis; but I don't know.

11      Q.    Fair enough.  Let me go back to

12 prior to -- I just want to make sure the

13 record is clear on this.  To your knowledge

14 at this point Social Ranger has one

15 employee?

16      A.    Has one employee and possibly our

17 general counsel from Adknowledge that is

18 also an employee.

19      Q.    And you believe in terms of

20 assets you identified a business plan?

21      A.    I know a business plan has been

22 prepared.  I haven't seen it, but I know a
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1 business plan has been prepared.

2      Q.    And are you able to identify any

3 other assets at this point in time?

4 MR. NEWMAN:    Objection, asked

5      and answered.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15      Q.    Does Social Ranger offer any

16 products or services today?

17      A.    To game developers?

18      Q.    To anyone outside of Adknowledge.

19      A.    It doesn't offer those -- any

20 products or services today.

21      Q.    Does Adknowledge today still have

22 the Cubics business?
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12      Q.    You reference it being there.  Is

13 it actually offering advertising services to

14 advertisers?

15 MR. NEWMAN:    Objection, the

16      question calls for speculation and

17      lacks foundation.

18      A.    I don't know.

19      Q.    Okay.  Does Adknowledge have a

20 virtual currency business today?

21      A.    Adknowledge does not have a

22 virtual currency business today.
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1 offer, yes.

2      Q.    So let's say I sign up for the

3 Netflix offer and I earn 10 farm dollars.

4      A.    Okay.

5      Q.    That all works so far, okay.

6 Part of what I want to understand is that ad

7 appears on the offer wall.  Does

8 SuperRewards put that ad there?  Is there

9 another ad network that puts that ad there?

10 Who actually puts that ad on the offer wall?

11 MR. NEWMAN:    Objection, vague,

12      overbroad, lacks foundation,

13      incomplete hypothetical.

14      A.    So it's a complicated question in

15 that there were ad networks that

16 SuperRewards worked with that it would

17 obtain offers from similar to the Netflix

18 offer.  There were also advertisers that

19 SuperRewards worked with that would provide

20 offers.  And I don't know the details around

21 how those offers were actually displayed.  I

22 think, but I'm not certain that SuperRewards
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1 put that offer on the offer wall.

2      Q.    And would it have differed -- to

3 the best of your knowledge, these ad

4 networks that SuperRewards worked with, what

5 would they do?

6 MR. NEWMAN:    Objection, vague,

7      overbroad.  Lacks foundation.

8      A.    They generally managed the

9 advertiser relationship.  So you can think

10 of them as kind of brokering that

11 advertising relationship.

12      Q.    And would they collect the ad

13 from the advertiser?

14      A.    I don't know.  In online

15 advertising it's tricky because they could

16 collect the ad from the advertiser or they

17 could insert what's called an ad tag and

18 have that ad show up from a network.  I'm

19 not sure what the specific implementation

20 was to get that offer on an offer wall.

21      Q.    Okay, so how would you describe

22 what SuperRewards was doing in the offer ad

Q. Okay, so how would you describe

what SuperRewards was doing in the offer ad
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1 space, what services it provided?

2      A.    Well, so it built an offer wall

3 that would -- and this is excluding direct

4 pay, but it's a little bit difficult to

5 totally separate the two.  I can talk about

6 why later, but direct pay options also often

7 did appear within the offer wall.  So the

8 user at least in terms of how we thought

9 about an offer wall was there were offers on

10 the offer wall and there were also direct

11 payment options that, you know, could be

12 construed as offers as well.  So these are

13 confused as to whether they want to pay

14 directly or whether they want an offer.  So

15 SuperRewards created an offer wall that

16 displayed different types of offers.  We

17 often targeted those offers to users based

18 on different information we had on that

19 user, different information that user

20 provided.  We ranked those offers based on

21 effective CPM rate, what was -- you know,

22 what were the offers that we're doing best,

space, what services it provided?

A. Well, so it built an offer wall

that would -- and this is excluding direct

pay, but it's a little bit difficult to

totally separate the two. I can talk about

why later, but direct pay options also often

did appear within the offer wall. So the

user at least in terms of how we thought

about an offer wall was there were offers on

the offer wall and there were also direct

payment options that, you know, could be

construed as offers as well. So these are

confused as to whether they want to pay

directly or whether they want an offer. So

SuperRewards created an offer wall that

displayed different types of offers. We

often targeted those offers to users based

on different information we had on that

user, different information that user

provided. We ranked those offers based on

effective CPM rate, what was -- you know,

what were the offers that we're doing best,
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1 what were the offers that we're doing less

2 best.  We provided customer service around

3 complaints that users may have about offers.

4 That was kind of the offer product

5 conceptually.

6      Q.    Okay, and let's walk through the

7 direct pay option.  As you say, in the offer

8 wall I could click on direct pay and I'm

9 going to be able to as a user provide actual

10 real money to obtain the virtual currency in

11 the game, right?

12      A.    Right.

13      Q.    And that could be through a

14 Paypal account, a Visa account, others?

15      A.    No, so we never had a direct

16 merchant account at SuperRewards, and there

17 were direct reasons for that that I'm not

18 totally familiar with, but I do know that

19 all of our payment processing was done for

20 example through companies like Social Gold,

21 so there were different companies that we

22 would partner with who would do the payment

what were the offers that we're doing less

best. We provided customer service around

complaints that users may have about offers.

That was kind of the offer product

conceptually.
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1 processing on our behalf; also mobile

2 billing carrier options.  But we never did I

3 guess direct merchant processing.

4      Q.    Right.  So --

5 MR. NEWMAN:   We've been going

6      for about an hour.  If you could take

7      a break, I would appreciate it.

8 MR. BARNETT:   Okay, soon.

9      Q.    So I just want to be clear.

10 SuperRewards itself was not a payment

11 processor as you understood that term?

12      A.    That's correct, yes.

13      Q.    And I know you're not a lawyer,

14 but in order to be a payment processor you

15 are aware there are certain legal regulatory

16 requirements you have to meet?

17 MR. NEWMAN:    Objection, calls

18      for a legal conclusion, lacks

19      foundation, speculation.

20      A.    I'm not, no.

21      Q.    You're not aware of the

22 SuperRewards business while you owned it
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1 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

2 Q.     I should clarify, Mr. Caplan, that my

3 question as to whether you are prepared to testify

4 as to all these topics is subject to any

5 modifications agreed between counsel in the course

6 of the correspondence Mr. Newman just mentioned.

7 A.     Okay.  Thank you.

8 (Witness peruses the exhibit.)

9 A.     Yes, I'm prepared to testify on the 28

10 items that are listed from pages 5 through 8 of the

11 document provided me.

12 Q.     Okay.  How did you prepare for today's

13 deposition?

14 A.     Quite extensively.  I've spent between

15 50 and a hundred hours over the course of the last

16 six weeks.  In particular, the last three days have

17 been full days, beginning at nine in the morning and

18 ending at seven or so in the evening over the

19 weekend and on Friday.

20 There were three or four days in July

21 that I met with attorneys and reviewed documents.

22 And also one day in June, I believe it was June 13,
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1 that I met with attorneys and reviewed documents.

2               I also during that time spoke to both

3 current and past Adknowledge and Super Rewards

4 employees and questioned them about a variety of

5 topics.  And I reviewed also my own personal e-mails

6 in this matter that were provided to me by

7 attorneys.

8        Q.     And you said that you met with

9 counsel.  Which counsel did you meet with?

10        A.     I met with Mr. Newman, who's here in

11 the room, and, by videoconference, with Derek Linke,

12 who is an attorney in Mr. Newman's firm.  I also met

13 with John Herbst, who's present in this room, who's

14 a general counsel of Adknowledge and Social Ranger.

15        Q.     Which Adknowledge employees and former

16 employees did you consult with?

17        A.     There were several.  The main ones

18 were John Herbst, who is present in this room.

19 Becky Reese, who is -- Rebecca Reese, who is the VP

20 of HR at Adknowledge and -- VP of HR at Adknowledge.

21 I met with Ladd -- or spoke with, by

22 videoconference, Ladd Cogan, who is in the IT

Becky Reese, who is -- Rebecca Reese, who is the VP

of HR at Adknowledge and -- VP of HR at Adknowledge
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1 department at Adknowledge and responsible for

2 Windows -- for a variety of other things.  I met

3 with Mike Hardin, who is the treasurer and head of

4 finance at -- controller at Adknowledge.

5 In terms of previous employees, I had

6 a conversation with Chris Smutny, who was -- who I

7 worked with for a period of time when we overlapped

8 at Super Rewards and went on to head the business

9 after I left.

10 Q.     Were there any -- did you consult with

11 anybody else either currently or formerly employed

12 by the Super Rewards business?

13 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague,

14 overbroad.

15 THE WITNESS:  Can you give me a little

16 bit more detail, please.

17 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

18 Q.     Does the list of Adknowledge employees

19 that you just provided cover everybody who was

20 formerly a Super Rewards -- who was formerly working

21 in the Super Rewards business that you consulted?

22 A.     I believe it does.
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1 as Facebook's Credits product that we felt at the

2 time may impact business in various ways.

3               And we sought many ways to try and

4 think of new markets that we could go into to

5 diversify the business.  We built a product called

6 Social2Web, which was right about the time that I

7 departed the business.  And I reviewed some

8 documents on that initiative that helped me refresh

9 my memory.

10        Q.     And was that product also known as

11 Social2Web?

12        A.     Sorry.  But that's hopefully what I

13 said, Social2Web.

14        Q.     Did that product have any other names

15 during the course of its development?

16        A.     I believe it was known as the Open Web

17 product.

18        Q.     Any other documents that you recall

19 reviewing that refreshed your recollection?

20        A.     Lots of financial documents that

21 helped me understand the revenues and other

22 financials of the business at the time.  I reviewed
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1 company formation documents that helped me remember

2 where particular entities were incorporated.  I

3 reviewed documents associated with the sale by Super

4 Rewards and the shareholders, of which I was one, of

5 the business initially to Adknowledge.

6               I reviewed documents as part of that

7 process which helped me understand at the time who

8 our biggest Adknowledge customers were and who were

9 the ad network partners that we were sourcing some

10 of our advertising from and also who were the

11 payment vendors that we had partnerships with to

12 integrate into our offer wall product.

13               I reviewed org charts that Becky Reese

14 had provided that helped me remember particular

15 employees and their titles and where they fit within

16 the Super Rewards organization at the time.

17               I reviewed sales decks or marketing

18 decks that -- around really through the lifetime

19 that I was -- I was there that helped me understand

20 the evolution of our business and -- at the specific

21 time how we described that externally to our game

22 developer customers and also to others, whether they

I reviewed documents as part of that

process which helped me understand at the time who

our biggest Adknowledge customers were and who were

the ad network partners that we were sourcing some

of our advertising from and also who were the

payment vendors that we had partnerships with to

integrate into our offer wall product.
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1 be venture capitalists we were speaking to at the

2 time or internally as part of management or board

3 decks and also externally to some of the advertiser

4 partners that we were sourcing some of our

5 advertising offers from.

6 You know, again, through the between

7 50 and a hundred hours I spent on this, there were

8 so many documents that I looked at.  The reason I

9 didn't take note, frankly, is because there were too

10 many documents and we would review one, we'd talk

11 about it and help me refresh my recollection, go on

12 to the next one.

13 Q.     Thank you.

14 Did you bring any documents with you

15 today to the deposition?

16 A.     No, I did not.

17 Q.     Do you know if all the documents that

18 you reviewed have been produced in this litigation?

19 A.     I believe that they have, yes.

20 Q.     Are you a current employee of

21 Adknowledge?

22 A.     I'm a current employee of Social
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1 Ranger, LLC.  And Social Ranger is owned wholly by

2 Social Currency, LLC.  And Social Currency is a

3 wholly owned division of Adknowledge.

4        Q.     And before you were employed by Social

5 Ranger, were you previously an employee of

6 Adknowledge?

7               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague as to

8        time.

9               THE WITNESS:  What time are you

10        specifying referring to?  What period are you

11        referring to?

12 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

13        Q.     Well, previous to your appointment by

14 Social Ranger, when -- let me ask a different

15 question.

16               When were you engaged as an employee

17 of Social Ranger?

18        A.     We initially began conversations in

19 May and -- may have been April, but around that

20 period of time of this year.  I believe my

21 employment agreement is dated from the beginning of

22 June, but there was a period of time before that

When were you engaged as an employee

of Social Ranger?

A. We initially began conversations in

May and -- may have been April, but around that

period of time of this year. I believe my

employment agreement is dated from the beginning of

June, but there was a period of time before that
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1 that effectively I was working with the business

2 while we were still negotiating my employment

3 agreement.  And -- yep.

4        Q.     So prior to the beginning of those

5 talks in April or May of this year, have you ever

6 been an employee of Adknowledge?

7        A.     Yes.  I've in the past been an

8 employee of Adknowledge, prior to this period of

9 time.

10        Q.     And when did that period of employment

11 with Adknowledge begin?

12        A.     It began with the acquisition of Super

13 Rewards back in July of 2009.  And I was from that

14 period of time an employee of Adknowledge and lasted

15 until my departure in -- I believe, but give or

16 take, the month would be March 2011.  It may be off

17 by a month or possibly even two, but that would be

18 my recollection.

19        Q.     What position did you hold with

20 Adknowledge during that period?

21        A.     Which period are you talking to?

22               MR. NEWMAN:  I'm going to object to

that effectively I was working with the business

while we were still negotiating my employment

agreement. And -- yep.
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1 this line of questions as being outside the

2 scope of the notice.  Facebook will have the

3 opportunity to take the individual deposition

4 tomorrow.  I'm not instructing the witness

5 not to answer.  The witness should answer,

6 but to the extent that these same questions

7 are repeated tomorrow, I'll raise the

8 objection again and we'll work through them.

9 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

10 Q.     You may respond to the question.

11 Would you like me to repeat the question?

12 A.     Yes, please repeat the question.

13 Q.     So during that period of employment,

14 July 2009 to March 2011, what position or positions

15 did you hold at Adknowledge?

16 A.     During that period of time, my title

17 was vice president virtual currency.

18 Q.     So just the one position during that

19 period?

20 A.     That was my title, yes, during that

21 period.

22 Q.     And what were your responsibilities in
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1 that position?

2 A.     There were many.  I was effectively

3 responsible for the Super Rewards business, which

4 included everything you would expect to be

5 associated with being responsible for a business.

6 Q.     You testified that you left in

7 March 2011, give or take.

8 Why did you leave?

9 A.     After -- in -- after Facebook had

10 announced in January 2011 that our customers, the

11 game developers, had to use Facebook Credits on a

12 mandatory and exclusive basis, the earnout that was

13 associated with the acquisition and was part of my

14 employment agreement with -- with Adknowledge, I

15 felt that the opportunity for that to be successful

16 in any way was completely gone.

17 There were other business

18 opportunities that were available to me that I felt

19 could be lucrative on that basis, and I decided to

20 approach Adknowledge about departing from

21 Adknowledge and did so.

22 Q.     You said that beginning in April orQ. You said that beginning in April or
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1 May this year, you began talking to Adknowledge

2 about possibly working with Social Ranger; correct?

3        A.     Yes, that's correct.

4        Q.     Did -- was this initiated by somebody

5 at Adknowledge reaching out to you?

6               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague.

7               THE WITNESS:  Can you give me more

8        detail on what you're asking?

9 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

10        Q.     How did those discussions begin?

11               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague and

12        ambiguous as to what discussions.

13               THE WITNESS:  It was an e-mail or a --

14        I can't remember if it was an e-mail from --

15        I can't recollect exactly, but it was either

16        an e-mail from Mr. Newman, who's here, or an

17        e-mail from Mr. Lynn, who is here.  Or a

18        telephone call it could have been as well.  I

19        can't remember exactly.

20 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

21        Q.     During the course of your discussions

22 about working for Social Ranger, did you meet in

May this year, you began talking to Adknowledge

A. Yes, that's correct.

about possibly working with Social Ranger; correct?
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1 person with anyone from Adknowledge?

2        A.     Sorry.  Could you repeat the question?

3        Q.     During the discussions preceding your

4 employment by Social Ranger, did you meet in person

5 with anyone from Adknowledge?

6               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague.

7               THE WITNESS:  Sorry.  Are you talking

8        about the time between 2011 to -- yes, it's

9        possible I met with a variety of people from

10        Adknowledge over that five-year period.

11 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

12        Q.     Let me clarify.

13               I'm asking specifically about the

14 period of discussions relating to your being

15 employed by Social Ranger, which you testified took

16 place in April or May this year, approximately.

17               And the question is, did you meet with

18 anybody from Adknowledge in person during those

19 discussions?

20        A.     I don't believe so.

21               And my recollection now is I believe

22 it was a telephone call, and I believe that
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1 Mr. Newman and Mr. Lynn were both on the telephone

2 call.

3        Q.     And what was said to you during that

4 telephone call?

5        A.     We had a discussion about a potential

6 opportunity to rebuild what effectively had been the

7 Super Rewards business and their belief that I was

8 the right person for that job.  And we talked about

9 the belief that that would be possible because they

10 believed that -- and this claim, which I was not

11 aware of beforehand, would be successful and would

12 allow Social Ranger, which was the new entity ready

13 to pursue this opportunity -- would be able to go

14 back into the market.

15        Q.     On this call, did you express any

16 reservations about assuming employment with Social

17 Ranger?

18        A.     I wanted to understand the -- it

19 was -- when I had departed Super Rewards back in

20 2011, I naturally had felt at the time that -- and

21 staying afterwards and being a shareholder through

22 the earnout, notwithstanding that I was no longer at

Q. On this call, did you express any

reservations about assuming employment with Social

Ranger?

A. I wanted to understand the -- it

was -- when I had departed Super Rewards back in

2011, I naturally had felt at the time that -- and

staying afterwards and being a shareholder through

the earnout, notwithstanding that I was no longer at
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1 Adknowledge, I wanted to really understand the

2 merits of this claim in order to understand whether

3 there was a likelihood of being allowed to build

4 this business.

5 I'm very confident that with my past

6 relationships and everything that Adknowledge brings

7 to bear, that I can be very successful in building a

8 business and building a very big business and

9 serving a lot of customers, but I really wanted to

10 understand whether there was going to be an

11 opportunity to do that.

12 Q.     And you testified I think earlier that

13 your employment with Social Ranger formally began in

14 June this year; is that correct?

15 A.     I believe that is when my agreement

16 was dated.  However, I was certainly working and

17 thinking and having discussions, as I talked about

18 just then, prior to that date.

19 Q.     And you mentioned an agreement.

20 Is that an employment agreement?

21 A.     It's an employment agreement.

22 Q.     Do you know if that agreement had been

Q. And you testified I think earlier that

your employment with Social Ranger formally began in

June this year; is that correct?

A. I believe that is when my agreement

was dated. However, I was certainly working and

thinking and having discussions, as I talked about

just then, prior to that date.

Adknowledge, I wanted to really understand the

merits of this claim in order to understand whether

there was a likelihood of being allowed to build

this business.

I'm very confident that with my past

relationships and everything that Adknowledge brings

to bear, that I can be very successful in building a

business and building a very big business and

serving a lot of customers, but I really wanted to

understand whether there was going to be an

opportunity to do that.
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1 produced in this litigation?

2 A.     I don't know whether that has been

3 produced in this litigation.

4 Q.     What is your position with Social

5 Ranger?

6 A.     CEO of the business.

7 Q.     Was somebody else fulfilling -- or

8 filling that position before you became CEO?

9 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The question

10 lacks foundation.

11 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

12 Q.     You may answer the question.

13 A.     As part of the formation of that

14 business, there were obviously individuals who were

15 named on the corporate documents as having

16 particular positions.  Effectively, though, the

17 thinking and beginning to think about how to most

18 effectively reenter the market and the pieces of the

19 puzzle, so to speak, that would be necessary

20 started.

21 So when you talk about a CEO and the

22 way I think about a CEO, I would have been the first

Q. What is your position with Social

Ranger?

A. CEO of the business.
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1 and only CEO of the business, but from a purely

2 legal documentation perspective, there would have

3 been others who are named on the Social Ranger

4 company formation documents.

5        Q.     Can you name those other individuals

6 who are named in the formation documents?

7               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The documents

8        speak for themselves.

9               The witness shouldn't be expected to

10        testify from memory about the document that

11        is probably in this room.

12               THE WITNESS:  It's -- it's hard to

13        remember.  I can't remember exactly.  There

14        were so many documents I looked at over the

15        period of time and so many names, but they

16        would have been Adknowledge employees

17        certainly.

18               MR. GIMBLETT:  That last objection was

19        a coaching objection, to which I object.  If

20        you're going to have objections, please state

21        them simply for the record without coaching

22        the witness.
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1 analysis of how Social Ranger might reenter the

2 market?

3        A.     I received -- can you give me a little

4 bit more background on what --

5        Q.     I'm wondering what business documents

6 you inherited from Mr. Legg.

7        A.     I reviewed, as I said, a thousand-plus

8 documents.  And they were largely provided to me by

9 Mr. Herbst, who's sitting in this room.  I know he

10 was responsible for collecting them from others at

11 Adknowledge when relevant.

12        Q.     The question I'm asking is I think a

13 little bit different.  I'm not asking about your

14 preparation for today's deposition.

15               I'm asking about, when you assumed the

16 position of CEO of Social Ranger, whether you

17 inherited from Mr. Legg any documents analyzing

18 Social Ranger's business plan, the team that might

19 be put together, and so on.

20        A.     I don't believe that to be the case.

21 I certainly saw lots of documents that were all

22 Adknowledge documents.  If the question -- I'm not
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1 sure of what the direction of the question is, but I

2 don't believe that I received anything specific from

3 Mr. Legg of that nature, directly from Mr. Legg.

4        Q.     Did you receive any documents

5 indirectly from Mr. Legg?

6        A.     Again, there were a thousand-plus

7 documents that I reviewed as part of this -- as my

8 preparation for this deposition.  And I can't say

9 for sure whether any of them came from Mr. Legg.

10 They were sent -- anything that was shown to me was

11 either shown to me by Mr. Newman or Mr. Linke or

12 Mr. Herbst.

13        Q.     Do you have an e-mail address

14 associated with your work for Social Ranger?

15        A.     I do.

16        Q.     What is that address?

17        A.     Adamcaplan@socialranger.net.

18        Q.     Do you have a salary?

19        A.     I do.

20        Q.     What is your salary from Social

21 Ranger?

22        A.     Which period of time are you -- my

Q. What is your salary from Social

Ranger?

A. Which period of time are you -- my
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1 salary at -- currently is $1,500 per quarter.

2 Q.     When you were first employed by Social

3 Ranger in June this year, was the salary different

4 from that figure?

5 A.     No, it was not.

6 Q.     Do you receive any other financial

7 compensation from Social Ranger?

8 A.     Give me --

9 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague as to

10 time.

11 THE WITNESS:  -- a sense of when

12 you're talking about.

13 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

14 Q.     Let's talk about your employment

15 agreement.

16 Does your employment agreement provide

17 for you to receive any compensation other than the

18 salary that you just described?

19 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The document

20 speaks for itself.

21 THE WITNESS:  My employment agreement

22 is partly a salary agreement, at the moment,

salary at -- currently is $1,500 per quarter.

THE WITNESS: My employment agre

is partly a salary agreement, at the moment,
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1 because I'm devoting some limited time.  It's

2 hard without an understanding from the courts

3 that Social Ranger is able to and allowed to

4 reenter the market for either Adknowledge

5 or -- well, certainly to receive a salary, a

6 full-time salary.  So I have a part-time

7 salary at the moment.

8 Upon being allowed to reenter the

9 market, which we hope is soon and I hope is

10 soon, my salary would increase.  And as part

11 of the agreement, I have a bonus, which is a

12 share of the future profits of the business.

13 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

14 Q.     Under the employment agreement, what

15 would your salary increase to if Social Ranger were

16 able to reenter the market?

17 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The document

18 speaks for itself.

19 THE WITNESS:  If Social Ranger were

20 permitted to reenter the market, at that

21 point in time, I would go full-time and my

22 salary would be $350,000 a year.

because I'm devoting some limited time. It's

hard without an understanding from the courts

that Social Ranger is able to and allowed to

reenter the market for either Adknowledge

or -- well, certainly to receive a salary, a

full-time salary. So I have a part-time

salary at the moment.

Upon being allowed to reenter the

market, which we hope is soon and I hope is

soon, my salary would increase. And as part

of the agreement, I have a bonus, which is a

share of the future profits of the business.
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1 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

2 Q.     And what share of the profits would

3 you be entitled to under the employment agreement?

4 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The document

5 speaks for itself.

6 THE WITNESS:  It's -- it's

7 complicated.  The way Adknowledge's business

8 works, and for a lot of subsidiaries, that

9 there are shared costs across divisions, but,

10 in essence, I think -- and so the calculation

11 of profits is based on those allocations

12 and -- but it's a 5 percent share of the

13 future profits.

14 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

15 Q.     When you were previously employed at

16 Adknowledge, this is the July 2009 to March 2011

17 period, were you working in the Super Rewards

18 business?

19 A.     Yes, although I'll qualify that in

20 that, throughout its evolution, the Super Rewards

21 business or the entities that held the Super Rewards

22 business had different names at different times, but
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1 effectively I was always focusing my time on running

2 the Super Rewards business.

3 Q.     Can you describe what Super Rewards

4 business was?

5 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague as to

6 time.

7 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

8 Q.     Let me just clarify.

9 I'm talking here about the period

10 during which you were working at Adknowledge

11 previously, so June 2009 to March 2011.

12 A.     Super Rewards provided virtual

13 currency services.  We had an offer wall which was

14 used by our customers who were game developers on

15 Facebook.  And that offer wall -- and services that

16 we offered -- or the offer wall itself optimized a

17 whole host of ways of either purchasing or earning

18 virtual currency.

19 The offer wall incorporated many

20 different direct-payment providers and optimized

21 amongst those direct-payment providers and also from

22 many different advertisers and provided the

BY MR. GIMBLETT:

Q. Let me just clarify.

I'm talking here about the period

during which you were working at Adknowledge

previously, so June 2009 to March 2011.

A. Super Rewards provided virtual

currency services. We had an offer wall which was

used by our customers who were game developers on

Facebook. And that offer wall -- and services that

we offered -- or the offer wall itself optimized a

whole host of ways of either purchasing or earning

virtual currency.

The offer wall incorporated many

different direct-payment providers and optimized

amongst those direct-payment providers and also from

many different advertisers and provided the
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1 technology to both optimize those and report on

2 those to our customers, who were game developers.

3 The game developers incorporated that

4 offer wall into their games on Facebook as a way of

5 allowing consumers who were playing those games to

6 purchase or earn virtual currency.

7 Along with that, and required by that,

8 we provided a lot of customer service, both to the

9 game developers themselves as well as we were

10 responsible for customer service to consumers who

11 were interacting with the offer wall on our game

12 developer customers' game apps.

13 And we also had what I characterize as

14 an advisory business where we helped our customers,

15 the game developers, to understand how to best use

16 virtual currency within their games.  And,

17 therefore, they would encourage more transactions,

18 more virtual currency transactions to take place by

19 consumers.  And there were a lot of techniques and

20 strategies within each game that was specific to

21 those games that we would advise our customers on.

22 Q.     And you mentioned that Super Rewards

technology to both optimize those and report on

those to our customers, who were game developers.

The game developers incorporated that

offer wall into their games on Facebook as a way of

allowing consumers who were playing those games to

purchase or earn virtual currency.
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1 customers were developers.

2 Did they compensate Super Rewards for

3 the services that you described?

4 A.     So the Super Rewards customers were

5 game developers on Facebook.  So just want to clear

6 that -- can you repeat the question again with

7 that --

8 Q.     Did the developers compensate Super

9 Rewards for the services that you described?

10 A.     Again, game developers is the real

11 customer, so game developers on Facebook.  The way

12 the money flowed through the system is that Super

13 Rewards would develop and sign agreements with

14 different advertising providers that can be

15 advertising networks or they could be advertisers

16 directly.

17 We would also sign agreements with

18 many different payment providers.  And on payment

19 providers -- people think about payment and people

20 think naturally about a credit card payment, but in

21 actual fact, there were hundreds of different

22 payment alternatives.
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1 it was for.

2               But, in general, as I said, we would

3 understand for our business cash that was coming in

4 from advertising offers.  So if this is a -- well,

5 that's what I would surmise this to be.

6        Q.     And does the line showing numbers --

7 or this is the row showing numbers against direct

8 pay, does that represent cash received under

9 agreements with payment providers?

10               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague,

11        overbroad, compound.

12               THE WITNESS:  Again, yes, if this

13        is -- again, we did track cash coming in from

14        different partners who had direct-payment

15        businesses.  And this, if that's the case, is

16        presumably an amalgamation of those cash

17        amounts for the month in question.

18 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

19        Q.     Have you reviewed other spreadsheets,

20 financial spreadsheets, relating to the Super

21 Rewards business in the course of preparing for this

22 deposition?
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1        A.     Yes, I have.

2        Q.     Is this distinction between offers and

3 direct pay reflected in other documents, other

4 financial spreadsheets that you've reviewed?

5        A.     I've certainly seen splits of cash

6 receipts that looked at advertising versus payments.

7        Q.     We may come back to this document

8 later, but for the moment, I'd just like to move on

9 to a different set of questions.

10               If I wanted to play games or use the

11 apps of Super Rewards' developer customers, where

12 online would I go to find them?

13               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague,

14        extraordinarily overbroad, compound, lacks

15        foundation, vague as to time.

16               THE WITNESS:  Depending which period

17        of time you're talking about, in and

18        around the -- the start of my time with

19        Adknowledge and prior to my time at

20        Adknowledge as president of Super Rewards,

21        different social networks had developed

22        platforms that allowed game developers to

If I wanted to play games or use the

apps of Super Rewards' developer customers, where

online would I go to find them?

MR. NEWMAN: Objection; vague,

extraordinarily overbroad, compound, lack

foundation, vague as to time.

THE WITNESS: Depending which period

of time you're talking about, in and

around the -- the start of my time with

Adknowledge and prior to my time at

Adknowledge as president of Super Rewards,

different social networks had developed

platforms that allowed game developers to
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1        come and build apps.

2               Facebook was the first to do so in

3        2007.  And, in fact, it was very much

4        Facebook doing so that encouraged us to begin

5        the Super Rewards business.  But the other

6        social networks followed suit.

7               And so game developers were building

8        apps on Facebook, they were building apps on

9        MySpace, they were building apps on Bebo,

10        they were building apps on hi5, and other

11        social networks.  And app developers --

12        Tagged is another one.

13               App developers in -- all game

14        application developers in all of those -- on

15        all of those different social networks would

16        integrate the Super Rewards offer wall into

17        their games.

18 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

19        Q.     So you testified earlier that Super

20 Rewards' customers were developers with games on

21 Facebook.

22        A.     That was just an example.  There were

come and build apps.

Facebook was the first to do so in

2007. And, in fact, it was very much

Facebook doing so that encouraged us to begin

the Super Rewards business. But the other

social networks followed suit.

And so game developers were building

apps on Facebook, they were building apps on

MySpace, they were building apps on Bebo,

they were building apps on hi5, and other

social networks. And app developers --

Tagged is another one.

App developers in -- all game

application developers in all of those -- on

all of those different social networks would

integrate the Super Rewards offer wall into

their games.

BY MR. GIMBLETT:

Q. So you testified earlier that Super

Rewards' customers were developers with games o

Facebook.

A. That was just an example. There were
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1 other social networks at the time.  At the end,

2 obviously, there was just -- well, effectively just

3 Facebook because none of the other social networks

4 were ultimately successful.  MySpace effectively

5 shut down; it's a different business today.  Bebo

6 shut down --

7 Q.     That's not responsive to the question.

8 I'm going to stop you there.

9 MR. NEWMAN:  If the witness hasn't

10 completed his answer, the witness should

11 complete his answer.

12 MR. GIMBLETT:  That was not

13 responsive.  The question was --

14 MR. NEWMAN:  Have you completed your

15 answer?

16 THE WITNESS:  I hadn't completed the

17 answer.

18 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

19 Q.     What question are you answering with

20 that information?

21 MR. NEWMAN:  You should complete your

22 answer.

other social networks at the time. At the end,

obviously, there was just -- well, effectively just

Facebook because none of the other social networks

were ultimately successful. MySpace effectively

shut down; it's a different business today. Bebo

shut down --
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1 THE WITNESS:  The way I understood

2 your question --

3 MR. NEWMAN:  Did you complete your

4 prior answer?

5 THE WITNESS:  I did not complete the

6 answer.

7 MR. NEWMAN:  You should complete your

8 answer.

9 THE WITNESS:  Sorry.  I was talking

10 about the different social networks that had

11 game developers that were our customers.

12 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

13 Q.     I didn't ask you about that.  The

14 question --

15 MR. NEWMAN:  The examiner should not

16 be cutting the witness off.  The witness

17 should complete the answer or the examining

18 attorney should strike the question.

19 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

20 Q.     No, the question had concerned whether

21 you had testified that Super Rewards' customers were

22 developers with games on Facebook.  That calls for a
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1        A.     Okay.

2        Q.     Does Adknowledge have any current

3 business units that provide -- actually, strike

4 that.  Let me take one step back.

5               Are you familiar with the term

6 "monetization" in the context of offer walls, offer

7 ads and direct pay?

8               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; compound.

9               THE WITNESS:  I've heard the term

10        "monetization" used.  And it's used, I think,

11        in a variety of different ways, but I've

12        heard the term used before.  And it's

13        possible that I've used the term before.

14 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

15        Q.     Is it fair to say that Super Rewards'

16 services helped developers to monetize their games?

17        A.     Yes, it is fair that Super Rewards'

18 services helped the -- helped the user -- helped the

19 user -- sorry -- helped the game developer make

20 money.

21        Q.     If I used the term "monetization" in

22 the future in connection with developers, do you
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1 understand that that's the meaning that I will be

2 giving the word?

3        A.     Which meaning are you talking about?

4        Q.     Helping developers to make money from

5 their games.

6        A.     Okay.

7        Q.     So does Adknowledge have any current

8 business units that provide monetization tools to

9 game developers?

10               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The question

11        lacks foundation, is overbroad and outside

12        the scope of the notice.

13               THE WITNESS:  We have the business

14        Social Ranger sort of preparing to -- we have

15        a virtual currency services business.  And

16        that is one -- for our customer base, when

17        you use the term "monetization," could apply

18        that to virtual currency services in the

19        sense that we helped those with virtual

20        currency can make money.

21 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

22        Q.     So leaving aside Social Ranger, are

Q. So does Adknowledge have any current

business units that provide monetization tools to

game developers?

MR. NEWMAN: Objection. The question

lacks foundation, is overbroad and outside

the scope of the notice.

THE WITNESS: We have the business

Social Ranger sort of preparing to -- we have

a virtual currency services business. And

that is one -- for our customer base, when

you use the term "monetization," could apply

that to virtual currency services in the

sense that we helped those with virtual

currency can make money.
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1 there any current business units of Adknowledge that

2 help developers to monetize their games or apps?

3               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The question

4        is overbroad, lacks foundation and outside

5        the scope of the corporate representative

6        notice.

7               THE WITNESS:  Adknowledge has got a

8        lot of different businesses and not all of

9        which I'm aware of or have familiarity with

10        or were asked to prepare for for the purposes

11        of this deposition.

12               (Discussion off the record.)

13 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

14        Q.     Does Adknowledge have any current

15 business units that provide any virtual currency

16 products or services, leaving aside Social Ranger?

17        A.     No, not that I'm familiar with.

18        Q.     Does Adknowledge have any current

19 business units that provide products or services on

20 the Facebook platform?

21               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague,

22        overbroad, compound, lacks foundation,
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1 outside the scope of the notice.

2 THE WITNESS:  I'm not sure what you

3 mean by "services on the Facebook platform."

4 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

5 Q.     Does Adknowledge have current business

6 units that provide services to developers for their

7 games or apps on Facebook platform?

8 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague as to

9 "developers," overbroad.  The question lacks

10 foundation.  Outside the scope of the notice.

11 THE WITNESS:  What do you mean by

12 "developers"?

13 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

14 Q.     I mean --

15 MR. GIMBLETT:  Well, firstly, I will

16 note again that that was a coaching

17 objection.  And I would ask opposing counsel

18 to keep his objections concise and to the

19 point, not to try to lead the witness.

20 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

21 Q.     When I talk about developers in this

22 question, I'm referring to the creators of games or
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1 apps that are currently on the Facebook platform.

2 A.     Okay.  So games and apps can't be

3 interchangeable because there are certainly lots of

4 apps that are not games.

5 During the -- and you're talking about

6 the current period.

7 Adknowledge has business units that

8 may interact with Facebook in some way today.  We

9 have -- Adknowledge has a media-buying business that

10 may allow -- but I think that is not interacting

11 with the apps themselves.  Adknowledge has -- I'm

12 just not familiar with how all the other Adknowledge

13 businesses may interact.  We certainly don't have a

14 virtual currency services business.

15 Q.     Okay.  Let's move on, in that case.

16 And I now have some questions about

17 Social Ranger.

18 A.     Okay.

19 Q.     When was Social Ranger, LLC founded?

20 A.     I reviewed a lot of documents as part

21 of this and that certainly included the formation

22 documents.  But if I get the dates wrong, by -- my

Q. When was Social Ranger, LLC founded?

A. I reviewed a lot of documents as part

of this and that certainly included the formation

documents. But if I get the dates wrong, by -- my
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1 understanding is Social Ranger was incorporated in

2 mid December 2014.

3 Q.     I have a document that will help you

4 with this, I think.  I'm going to pass you a

5 document that will be marked as Exhibit 3 -- 4 by

6 the court reporter.  And this is a -- titled,

7 "Operating Agreement of Social Ranger, LLC,"

8 SR0000001 through 9.

9 (Caplan Exhibit 4, Bates Nos.

10 SR0000001 through 9, Operating Agreement,

11 marked for identification.)

12 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

13 Q.     My question is going to relate to the

14 date of its execution, so if you want to review in

15 particular the page No. 8, SR 0008.

16 (Witness peruses the exhibit.)

17 Q.     Does this refresh your recollection as

18 to when Social Ranger, LLC was formed?

19 A.     While I did review the operating

20 agreement for Social Ranger, LLC, a document -- I'm

21 not sure whether this document itself is the

22 operating agreement for Social Ranger, but the day

understanding is Social Ranger was incorporated in

mid December 2014.
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1 of the 12th of December 2014 is in the general date

2 time frame that I had expected it to be.  So it

3 could be.

4 Q.     And the signatures at the bottom of

5 this agreement on page SR 8 are listed as "John

6 Herbst, Authorized Person," is his title there, and

7 "Ben Legg, President."

8 Are you aware of any other employees

9 of Social Ranger at the time of its formation?

10 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The question

11 lacks foundation.

12 THE WITNESS:  Again, I'm not a lawyer.

13 I can't determine who had employment

14 agreements or who didn't have employment

15 agreements.  But certainly in every formation

16 agreement that I've seen, there would

17 typically be signatures like this.

18 And Ben obviously, given his role at

19 Adknowledge, and John has -- so it makes

20 sense that these two are there.  I don't know

21 official -- one way or another whether there

22 were any other employees at the time.
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1 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

2        Q.     Are you aware of any additional people

3 who became employees of Social Ranger after December

4 the 12th, leaving aside yourself?

5               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The question

6        calls for a legal conclusion.

7               THE WITNESS:  Again, I don't know.

8        With -- I don't know who had -- from the

9        Adknowledge organization had agreements

10        specifically, other than clearly these two,

11        as this document states.

12 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

13        Q.     You testified earlier that you are

14 currently CEO of Social Ranger; correct?

15        A.     That's correct.

16        Q.     Do you have any staff?

17        A.     No.  I'm -- I am my staff at the

18 moment.  Obviously, as stated, John is -- John

19 Herbst has been working closely with me on this.

20 Yeah.

21        Q.     Were you involved in the creation of

22 Social Ranger?
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1        A.     No, I wasn't personally involved in

2 the legal incorporation.  I'm not a lawyer.  And it

3 happened before my agreement to return -- to be

4 employed by -- or before I agreed to be employed by

5 Social Ranger.

6        Q.     So to clarify, from the date of this

7 agreement, December the 12th, 2014, to the date of

8 your -- of your talks with Adknowledge about being

9 involved in Social Ranger in April, May 2016 --

10 2000 -- yes, '16, you had no involvement with Social

11 Ranger?

12        A.     Yes, that's correct.

13        Q.     Why was Social Ranger founded?

14               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The question

15        lacks foundation.

16               THE WITNESS:  Social Ranger -- I

17        wasn't there at the time and so I can

18        speculate, but having the conversations I had

19        in preparation for this and in being hired by

20        the Social Ranger entity, Social Ranger was

21        formed with a belief that we could reenter

22        the market and create a big business of

Q. Why was Social Ranger founded?

MR. NEWMAN: Objection. The question

lacks foundation.

THE WITNESS: Social Ranger -- I

wasn't there at the time and so I can

speculate, but having the conversations I had

in preparation for this and in being hired by

the Social Ranger entity, Social Ranger was

formed with a belief that we could reenter

the market and create a big business of
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1        virtual currency services, serve lots of

2        clients and be helpful to them, game

3        developer clients, and profit from being so.

4 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

5        Q.     Just to clarify, you're here today as

6 a corporate representative of Social Ranger.  So was

7 that answer provided on behalf of Social Ranger?  Do

8 you know, as a representative of Social Ranger,

9 whether your answer's correct?

10        A.     There are a few questions there.  Can

11 you just limit it to one?

12        Q.     Sure.

13               In your answer, you said that you

14 could speculate and you weren't sure.

15               Are you saying that, as a corporate

16 representative of Social Ranger, you cannot answer

17 with certainty the question why Social Ranger was

18 founded?

19        A.     That's not what I'm saying.  I'm

20 saying that that, again, is what I understand in the

21 conversations that I've had and documents that I've

22 reviewed.

virtual currency services, serve lots of

clients and be helpful to them, game

developer clients, and profit from being so.
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1 Q.     Does Social Ranger have an

2 organization chart?

3 A.     It does not have an organization chart

4 at the moment.  We have certainly begun thinking

5 about one.  And as part of the work, certainly

6 outside of any of preparation work for this today, I

7 have been meeting with folks on the Adknowledge

8 organization about individuals that could join my

9 team in different roles.

10 And so while there's not -- I can't

11 present and I don't believe -- I don't think one has

12 been presented to you, it is something that we're

13 actively thinking about and trying to consider for

14 when we can reenter the market.

15 Q.     And in the course of your thinking

16 about that issue, have you created any documents

17 reflecting your thoughts?

18 A.     We've had some meetings.  And I don't

19 believe -- no, I don't believe there is a document

20 that has been put pen to paper.  There have been

21 conversations until this point in time.

22 Q.     Who have you met with to discuss this

outside of any of preparation work for this today, I

have been meeting with folks on the Adknowledge

organization about individuals that could join my

team in different roles.

Q. Who have you met with to discuss this
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1 issue?

2 A.     I've met with John Herbst.  I've met

3 with Becky Reese.  I've met with Scott Lynn.  I've

4 met with other individuals for other areas, but --

5 other topics, but for -- specific to potential

6 employees for Social Ranger, they're the three

7 individuals that I've met with.

8 Q.     You said that you didn't think you

9 created any documents reflecting your thoughts on

10 this issue.

11 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague as to

12 "issue."

13 THE WITNESS:  You've reminded me that

14 in the business plan, there is a org chart

15 that has been created.  And so the answer is

16 yes.

17 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

18 Q.     So there is a business plan?

19 A.     There is a business plan, yes.

20 Q.     And that's a written plan?

21 A.     Yes, it is.

22 Q.     Do you know if that's been produced in

issue?

A. I've met with John Herbst. I've met

with Becky Reese. I've met with Scott Lynn. I've

met with other individuals for other areas, but --

other topics, but for -- specific to potential

employees for Social Ranger, they're the three

individuals that I've met with.
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1 this litigation?

2        A.     I do.  Yes, it has been provided.

3        Q.     Do you know when it was provided?

4        A.     I don't know the exact date that it

5 was provided to you.

6        Q.     Have you created any other business

7 documents since you began your employment at Social

8 Ranger?

9        A.     Personally?  Or have I -- is that --

10        Q.     Personally.

11        A.     I certainly have an e-mail address,

12 and so there are e-mails with counsel, John, on --

13 so there are e-mails on my Social Ranger e-mail

14 address.  Separately, in terms of what I've

15 reviewed, we have a technology plan that was

16 prepared and speaks to all of the different

17 technical steps that need to take place to build out

18 the offer wall virtual currency services product,

19 which I've spent time reviewing and commenting on.

20        Q.     (Reporter seeks clarification.)

21               And that's a written document as well,

22 isn't it?

Separately, in terms of what I've

reviewed, we have a technology plan that was

prepared and speaks to all of the different

technical steps that need to take place to build out

the offer wall virtual currency services product,

which I've spent time reviewing and commenting on.
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1        A.     Yes, it's a written document.

2        Q.     Do you know if that document has been

3 produced in this litigation?

4        A.     Yes, I believe it has.

5        Q.     Are there any other business documents

6 that you've created?

7        A.     None that I've personally created that

8 I'm -- that I can think of at the moment.  There are

9 obviously corporate documents that have been

10 prepared that we've discussed and -- incorporation

11 documents and documents related to the assignment of

12 certain things into the Social Ranger entity and

13 that have been provided to you.

14        Q.     I think you said that you had

15 commented on the technology plan; is that correct?

16        A.     Yes.

17        Q.     Were you the original drafter of the

18 technology plan?

19        A.     I was not.

20        Q.     Who was?

21        A.     It was a -- first of all, I'm not an

22 engineer or a developer myself.  So I couldn't

Q. I think you said that you had

commented on the technology plan; is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Were you the original drafter of the

technology plan?

A. I was not.

Q. Who was?

A. It was a -- first of all, I'm not an

engineer or a developer myself. So I couldn't
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1 create personally -- it would be very difficult for

2 me to create personally a technology-focused code

3 for this deck.  But the presentation was created by

4 an individual named Dagen Brock, who had previously

5 been an engineer working with the Super Rewards

6 team.

7 Q.     Does Social Ranger currently have any

8 customers?

9 A.     Social Ranger does not currently have

10 any customers.

11 Q.     Is Social Ranger currently undertaking

12 any customer acquisition efforts?

13 A.     It's impossible for us to undertake

14 customer acquisition efforts when we're blocked from

15 the market.  There would be -- I certainly have

16 great relationships with previous, you know,

17 individuals who worked in social gaming, but there

18 is no -- there is no ability for me to -- I could --

19 I'd look like an idiot if I was calling a potential

20 customer and talking about a product that they're

21 not allowed to integrate into their game app at the

22 moment.

create personally -- it would be very difficult for

me to create personally a technology-focused code

for this deck. But the presentation was created by

an individual named Dagen Brock, who had previously

been an engineer working with the Super Rewards

team.

Q. Is Social Ranger currently undertaking

any customer acquisition efforts?

A. It's impossible for us to undertake

customer acquisition efforts when we're blocked from

the market. 
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1 So, no, we don't have any customers,

2 and I'm not yet able to contact potential customers

3 to even talk about integrating our solution.

4 Q.     Why aren't you able to contact

5 potential customers with games or apps on, say,

6 Google Plus to offer your services?

7 A.     There are no games on Google Plus.

8 Q.     Are there apps?

9 A.     "Apps" is a very broad term.

10 Effectively the social -- I don't know how many

11 social networks -- the market today is on Facebook.

12 Back in 2009, there would have been other customers

13 that we could contact and, frankly, other markets

14 that we could go into.

15 Like we talked earlier about the MMO

16 market.  And we tried absolutely everything we could

17 do to save the business and save the jobs of lots of

18 employees.  We couldn't -- we couldn't do that.

19 I know where the market is today.  And

20 I'm ready to build a big business that focuses on

21 that market if this is -- if allowed to do so.  But

22 there are no customers for me to contact today that

I know where the market is today. And

I'm ready to build a big business that focuses on

that market if this is -- if allowed to do so. But

there are no customers for me to contact today that
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1 are not on the Facebook app developer -- game

2 developer on Facebook.

3 Q.     Why can't you contact potential

4 customers that have games on mobile platforms like

5 iOS or Android?

6 A.     You're talking about a completely

7 different product.  If I was a -- if I'm a

8 manufacturer of cars and all of a sudden the car

9 industry is in a difficult place, I can't altogether

10 go and build airplanes after that just because I

11 have some knowledge of building engines.  It's a

12 different product, a different market.

13 We tried mobile back then, in the one

14 month or two months, or however long it was.  And we

15 did our absolute best to build a product that was

16 useable and would be appealing to the customers we

17 had in that market.  And it wasn't effective.  And I

18 wouldn't want to repeat the time and effort and cost

19 of going into something that wasn't going to be

20 effective.  I'm ready to build the product in the

21 market that is the market.

22 Q.     Are you aware of other providers of

are not on the Facebook app developer -- game

developer on Facebook.
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1 offer walls or offer ads that service developers

2 with games on mobile platforms?

3 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague.

4 THE WITNESS:  I don't know the answer

5 to that.  I do know that if there were

6 companies -- that would be different

7 companies.  That would be a different

8 product.  So I haven't been asked to research

9 the market, mobile games, that I don't -- in

10 part of this 30(b)(6) deposition, it's not

11 something I've been asked to prepare for.

12 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

13 Q.     And just asking you as a question of

14 your personal knowledge then, you're not aware of

15 providers of offer walls or offer ads that were

16 serving developers on mobile platforms?

17 MR. NEWMAN:  Today or --

18 MR. GIMBLETT:  Today.

19 MR. NEWMAN:  Object to the extent it's

20 outside the scope of the notice and to the

21 extent the question lacks foundation.

22 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
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1        Q.     You may answer.

2        A.     I'm thinking none that I can recall at

3 the moment.

4        Q.     Has Social Ranger engaged in any

5 marketing or advertising of its services?

6        A.     No, they have not.

7        Q.     Has Social Ranger taken any steps to

8 assess market demand for its services?

9        A.     We certainly have relationships

10 with -- and I personally have relationships with

11 people who were our customers back when it was an

12 open and competitive market.  And in thinking about

13 whether this is an interesting opportunity for me

14 personally, you know, there are individuals who were

15 previously game developers or currently involved in

16 the space that, without telling them what I was

17 going to do and why I was asking, we talked about

18 the competitive nature of their game developer

19 market on Facebook today.  And as part of that, I'm

20 convinced of the need for our services.

21        Q.     Let me ask you to turn back to

22 Exhibit 1, if you have it still in front of you.

A. We certainly have relationships

with -- and I personally have relationships with

people who were our customers back when it was an

open and competitive market. And in thinking about

whether this is an interesting opportunity for me

personally, you know, there are individuals who were

previously game developers or currently involved in

the space that, without telling them what I was

going to do and why I was asking, we talked about

the competitive nature of their game developer

market on Facebook today. And as part of that, I'm

convinced of the need for our services.
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1        A.     I'm sure.

2        Q.     This is the operating agreement of

3 Social Ranger, LLC.

4               (Discussion off the record.)

5 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

6        Q.     I beg your pardon.  I'll correct the

7 record.

8               I'm asking you to turn back to

9 Exhibit 4, operating agreement with Social Ranger,

10 LLC, SR00000001.

11               And if I can ask you to review

12 Article 3.2 and Schedule 1 of this agreement.

13               (Witness peruses the exhibit.)

14        A.     I don't see your Schedule 1.

15        Q.     I'm sorry.  Exhibit A.  It's on

16 SR00000009.

17               (Witness peruses the exhibit.)

18        A.     Yes.

19        Q.     So Article 3.2 states that, "The

20 member," which is defined in 3.1 as Social Currency,

21 LLC, "shall make the contribution described on

22 Exhibit A in exchange for 100 units of membership
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1 mentioned that Social Ranger's business plan had

2 been produced to us, as well as the employment

3 agreement between you and Social Ranger.

4               MR. GIMBLETT:  I'll note for the

5        record that the business plan, which is

6        responsive to our first set of request for

7        production and which we specifically asked

8        for at Mr. Lynn's deposition on July the

9        12th, was produced to us this last Thursday,

10        the 18th of August, 5:05 p.m., in a

11        production totaling 140,000 pages.

12               The employment agreement we received

13        on Friday, the 19th of August, in a

14        production made to us at 4:20 p.m.

15 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

16        Q.     I'd like to take just a couple of

17 minutes to ask you a couple of questions about one

18 in particular, the business plan.

19        A.     Okay.

20        Q.     So could you tell me who initially

21 drafted the business plan.

22        A.     It was --
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1 MR. NEWMAN:  I'll object to the extent

2 that counsel is asking about a document that

3 hasn't been provided to the witness.

4 THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Can you get your

5 mic on also, Counsel.  Thanks.

6 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

7 Q.     I'll continue with the question.

8 Because I'm not asking you about the contents of the

9 document; I'm talking to you about the circumstances

10 surrounding its creation.  And if we get on to

11 questions about its contents, I'll show you a copy.

12 So the question is, who was the

13 initial drafter of the business plan?

14 A.     The business plan was a joint drafting

15 effort between myself and John Herbst.

16 Q.     And were any -- was anybody else

17 involved in drafting the document?

18 A.     I don't believe so.  I think it was

19 just of the two of us.

20 Q.     Over what period of time was the

21 document created?

22 A.     A period of some weeks, a couple of

So the question is, who was the

initial drafter of the business plan?

A. The business plan was a joint drafting

effort between myself and John Herbst.

Q. And were any -- was anybody else

involved in drafting the document?

A. I don't believe so. I think it was

just of the two of us.

Q. Over what period of time was the

document created?

A. A period of some weeks, a couple of
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1 weeks, few weeks.

2        Q.     And when did that period begin?

3        A.     The initial drafting -- it's still an

4 ongoing document, obviously -- of the one that was

5 provided to you, I certainly started working on it

6 in late June.

7        Q.     And you mentioned it's a -- I think

8 a --

9        A.     Early July is possible too.

10        Q.     You mentioned that it's an ongoing

11 document.

12               Do you expect to make further changes

13 to it over the next few months?

14        A.     Naturally.

15        Q.     And will further versions of this

16 document be produced to us if it changes between now

17 and the end of the fact discovery period on the 13th

18 of September?

19        A.     Sure.

20               (Discussion off the record.)

21        Q.     So I'd like to turn now to some

22 questions concerning Social Ranger's production of

weeks, few weeks.

Q. And when did that period begin?

A. The initial drafting -- it's still an

ongoing document, obviously -- of the one that was

provided to you, I certainly started working on it

in late June.
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1 documents in this litigation and the policy

2 surrounding Adknowledge's retention of documents.

3               So, first, does Social Ranger have a

4 policy concerning retention, storage or destruction

5 of documents?

6               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague as to

7        time.

8               MR. GIMBLETT:  The question was posed

9        in the present tense, so the question relates

10        to today.

11               THE WITNESS:  It does as part of --

12        any Adknowledge entity -- Adknowledge entity

13        has a document retention policy.

14 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

15        Q.     And for how long has Adknowledge had a

16 policy concerning retention, storage or destruction

17 of documents?

18        A.     It's had a policy since the --

19 certainly longer than the period at which it had

20 purchased the Super Rewards business.

21        Q.     So since at least July 2009?

22        A.     Whether it was a formalized written
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1               MR. NEWMAN:  Very kind of you.  Thank

2        you.

3               (Caplan Exhibit 14, Bates Nos.

4         SR00225443 through 527, E-mail Chain

5         with attachment with Bates Nos.

6         SR00225455 through 527, marked for

7         identification.)

8 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

9        Q.     So this is a -- an e-mail chain

10 covering a presentation titled "Board of Directors

11 Meeting, Thursday, July 19, 2012."  And the Bates

12 number on the e-mail is SR00225443 to 225444.  And

13 the attachment is numbered SR00225455 through

14 SR00225527.

15               Now, the attachment, the presentation,

16 covers a lot of different subject matter, the large

17 majority -- the vast majority of which is just not

18 relevant to the question I'm going to ask you.

19               I'm going to ask you a question about

20 Slide 57.  And I would ask you to confine your

21 review to that slide and to the surrounding slides.

22               MR. NEWMAN:  To the extent that you
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1 need to review other slides for context, you

2 should.

3 (Witness peruses the exhibit.)

4 THE WITNESS:  Okay.

5 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

6 Q.     So the first bullet on the Slide 57,

7 and that's SR00225511, states that "Adknowledge is

8 in asset purchase agreement negotiations for sale of

9 games business to Jason Bailey, original founder of

10 the business."

11 And then I direct your attention to

12 the last main bullet, "Rationale for deal," which

13 has two subbullets.  And specifically the second

14 subbullet, "Transaction will accelerate cash tax

15 benefits worth $2 million to Adknowledge in addition

16 to payment for A/R and other after-tax sale

17 proceeds."

18 Could you describe for me the cash tax

19 benefits that Adknowledge expected to realize upon

20 sale of the Super Rewards business to Mr. Bailey?

21 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; level of

22 granularity, outside the scope of the

Q. So the first bullet on the Slide 57,

and that's SR00225511, states that "Adknowledge is

in asset purchase agreement negotiations for sale of

games business to Jason Bailey, original founder of

the business."

And then I direct your attention to

the last main bullet, "Rationale for deal," which

has two subbullets. And specifically the second

subbullet, "Transaction will accelerate cash tax

benefits worth $2 million to Adknowledge in addition

to payment for A/R and other after-tax sale

proceeds."

Could you describe for me the cash tax

benefits that Adknowledge expected to realize upon

sale of the Super Rewards business to Mr. Bailey?

MR. NEWMAN: Objection; level of

granularity, outside the scope of the
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1        deposition notice.

2               THE WITNESS:  I'm not an accountant.

3        And it was -- I understand the basics or the

4        general deal.  I can't speak to the specific

5        tax structure and consequences associated

6        from a financial recording perspective for

7        the transaction.

8 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

9        Q.     What understanding do you have of any

10 tax benefits that Adknowledge expected to receive?

11               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague.  The

12        question lacks foundation.

13               THE WITNESS:  I can't speak to the

14        specific tax benefits or -- yes, I can't

15        speak to specific tax benefits.

16 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

17        Q.     So as Adknowledge's representative

18 today, you have no knowledge of the tax benefits

19 referred to on this slide?

20        A.     I have knowledge that there were

21 benefits to Adknowledge, in particular, the

22 avoidance of costs of shutting down a business that

deposition notice.

THE WITNESS: I'm not an accountant.

And it was -- I understand the basics or the

general deal. I can't speak to the specific

tax structure and consequences associated

from a financial recording perspective for

the transaction.

BY MR. GIMBLETT:

Q. What understanding do you have of any

tax benefits that Adknowledge expected to receive?

MR. NEWMAN: Objection; vague. The

question lacks foundation.

THE WITNESS: I can't speak to the

specific tax benefits or -- yes, I can't

speak to specific tax benefits.

BY MR. GIMBLETT:

Q. So as Adknowledge's representative

today, you have no knowledge of the tax benefits

referred to on this slide?

A. I have knowledge that there were

benefits to Adknowledge, in particular, the

avoidance of costs of shutting down a business that
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1 was operating at an EBITDA loss, although at a small

2 de minimis gross profit positive.

3               Adknowledge at the time felt that

4 there was -- with Facebook having forced us out of

5 the market, there was no -- and having tried

6 everything we possibly could to do, there was no

7 long-term future for the business.  Rather than

8 retrenching a lot of people and going through the

9 cost of shutting down the business, there was --

10        Q.     My question did relate specifically to

11 tax benefits and called for a yes-or-no answer.

12 I'll just try it one last time --

13               MR. NEWMAN:  Wait.

14               Were you done with your answer?

15               MR. GIMBLETT:  No, that answer is

16        completely unresponsive.  We're going to ask

17        the question again.  We're going to see if

18        Mr. Caplan will answer it.

19 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

20        Q.     The question was, as Adknowledge's

21 representative today, you have no knowledge of the

22 tax benefits referred to on this slide; yes or no?

Adknowledge at the time felt that

there was -- with Facebook having forced us out of

the market, there was no -- and having tried

everything we possibly could to do, there was no

long-term future for the business. Rather than

retrenching a lot of people and going through the

cost of shutting down the business, there was --

was operating at an EBITDA loss, although at a small

de minimis gross profit positive.
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1               MR. NEWMAN:  The answer, I believe,

2        was responsive.

3               Were you finished with the answer?

4               THE WITNESS:  I wasn't finished --

5               MR. GIMBLETT:  The answer did not

6        relate to tax benefits; it was unresponsive.

7               MR. NEWMAN:  Were you finished with

8        the answer?

9               THE WITNESS:  I was not finished with

10        the answer.

11               MR. NEWMAN:  Finish your answer.

12               THE WITNESS:  There were -- there

13        were, like any acquisition, a need to account

14        for that acquisition, the asset -- sorry,

15        sale, asset purchase sale.  And there would

16        have been a need to take out those assets

17        from the financial statements and naturally

18        record a tax consequence.

19               And given the amount that Adknowledge

20        had paid for the business and paid for the --

21        paid to the shareholders associated with it,

22        there may have been a tax consequence that
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____________________________________________________
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1 other parts of the Internet?

2        A.     I don't know about what you're talking

3 about, but I do know that Adknowledge is a big and

4 sophisticated company with -- we have had to learn

5 to lot in the last five years.  And we very much

6 expect and anticipate to take those learnings that

7 it has in -- across the advertising market in

8 general and understand they will be applied

9 internally and the know-how and the people.  And

10 that is going to allow me to build this business

11 very rapidly and quickly and effectively.

12        Q.     You testified yesterday, I believe,

13 that Adknowledge does not currently have a virtual

14 currency business; is that correct?

15        A.     Yes, Adknowledge does not have --

16 well, sorry.

17               Social Ranger is the virtual currency

18 services --

19        Q.     And prior to the creation of Social

20 Ranger, is it correct that Adknowledge does not have

21 a virtual currency business since it sold Super

22 Rewards to Jason Bailey's company in July 2012?
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1        A.     You're talking about a virtual

2 currency services business?

3        Q.     Well, I'm talking about a virtual

4 currency business which is what the business was

5 described as originally.

6        A.     All right.  So in our language --

7 whatever the nomenclature of the particular division

8 was at any time, putting that to the side, what I

9 think the intent of the question is, to ask me

10 whether there is a virtual currency services

11 business at Adknowledge outside of Social Ranger.

12               The answer's no, but there is a lot of

13 very smart people and a lot of financial wherewithal

14 and other services and groups that I can draw on

15 that have evolved significantly in the last five

16 years.

17               And so my ability to create a product

18 that is going to be significantly more effective and

19 hit the ground running I'm certain of.

20               So, yeah, there is a lot of

21 intelligence and learning and advertising

22 understanding, in particular, that will be resident

A. All right. So in our language --

whatever the nomenclature of the particular divis

was at any time, putting that to the side, what I

think the intent of the question is, to ask me

whether there is a virtual currency services

business at Adknowledge outside of Social Ranger.

The answer's no, but there is a lot of

very smart people and a lot of financial wherewithal

and other services and groups that I can draw on

that have evolved significantly in the last five

years.

And so my ability to create a product

that is going to be significantly more effective and

hit the ground running I'm certain of.

So, yeah, there is a lot of

intelligence and learning and advertising

understanding, in particular, that will be resident
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1 within Social Ranger business as a result of our

2 parent -- ultimate parent, Adknowledge.

3 MR. GIMBLETT:  Thank you.

4 I have no further questions.

5 THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This concludes

6 today's testimony of Adam Caplan.  Going off

7 the record at 6:21 p.m. and also concludes

8 Media 5.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

within Social Ranger business as a result of our

parent -- ultimate parent, Adknowledge.
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· · · · · · · · IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

· · · · · · · · · ·FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

·

· · ·SOCIAL RANGER, LLC,· · · · )
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· · ·September 30, 2016, at 420 East Carrillo Street, Santa

· · ·Barbara, California, before MARK McCLURE, CRR, CSR No.

· · ·12203, Certified Shorthand Reporter in the County of

· · ·Santa Barbara, State of California.

·

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·--oo0oo--

·

·

·

·

William Hawkins
September 30, 2016

U.S. LEGAL SUPPORT
(206) 624-1420

William Hawkins
September 30, 2016
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(206) 624-1420
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·1· ·marked Exhibit 356.

·2· · · · · · ·(Deposition Exhibit 356 was

·3· · · · · · ·marked for identification.)

·4· ·BY MR. NEWMAN:

·5· · · · Q.· ·My first question after you've had a chance to

·6· ·review it is whether you recognize it.

·7· · · · A.· ·Yes, I recognize it.

·8· · · · Q.· ·Exhibit 356 bears the Bates number FB_0011866.

·9· ·What is Exhibit 356?

10· · · · A.· ·I wrote an e-mail on January 31, 2011, to Sean

11· ·Ryan and Deborah Liu, copying Dan Beard and Dan Rose.

12· ·It's titled "Swim or Sink."

13· · · · · · ·And it basically again is a desperate attempt

14· ·to get them to act more reasonably as our ship was going

15· ·down.

16· · · · · · ·And I'm being positive and flattering about

17· ·things that I can be, while trying to be fairly urgent

18· ·about the fact that we're trying to step up and make a

19· ·major investment and they are doing everything in their

20· ·power to screw it up for us.· So again, it's a form

21· ·of -- you can think of it as a promise and a threat,

22· ·because what this note is saying is, Hey, if you treat

23· ·us fairly, we can do a lot for you in the coming year,

24· ·and by the way, if you're not going to treat us fairly,

25· ·we are going to have to try to pull back.

William Hawkins
September 30, 2016

U.S. LEGAL SUPPORT
(206) 624-1420

William Hawkins
September 30, 2016

U.S. LEGAL SUPPORT
(206) 624-1420
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·1· · · · · · ·But we're pretty heavily committed, we're a

·2· ·frog in a pot that is pretty damn hot and it doesn't

·3· ·look like it's easy to jump out.

·4· · · · Q.· ·So at the time that you wrote this e-mail in

·5· ·January 2011, why didn't Digital Chocolate just pivot to

·6· ·mobile?

·7· · · · · · ·MR. SCHLADWEILER:· Objection to form.

·8· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· That was an extremely difficult

·9· ·pivot to make.· It certainly could not be accomplished

10· ·quickly.

11· ·BY MR. NEWMAN:

12· · · · Q.· ·Why was it a difficult pivot to make?

13· · · · A.· ·Well, platforms are different, the business

14· ·models are different, the features are different and we

15· ·had really designed games that were a correct fit for

16· ·the Facebook platform and the Facebook policies that had

17· ·lured us into the market back in 2009.

18· · · · Q.· ·Why didn't Digital Chocolate pivot to console

19· ·games, for example, such as what 3DO did before you

20· ·started Digital Chocolate?

21· · · · · · ·MR. SCHLADWEILER:· Objection to form.

22· · · · · · ·WITNESS:· It's all going to be the same

23· ·reason.· With Facebook, you have what you referred to

24· ·earlier as a social gaming network, and games could be

25· ·designed for it that were a good fit for it, and they

William Hawkins
September 30, 2016

U.S. LEGAL SUPPORT
(206) 624-1420

William Hawkins
September 30, 2016

U.S. LEGAL SUPPORT
(206) 624-1420
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·THE WITNESS:· That was an extremely difficult

quickly.

BY MR. NEWMAN:

Q.· ·Why was it a difficult pivot to make?

· A.· ·Well, platforms are different, the business

·models are different, the features are different and we

pivot to make.· It certainly could not be accomplished

had really designed games that were a correct fit for

·the Facebook platform and the Facebook policies that had

lured us into the market back in 2009.

· Q.· ·So at the time that you wrote this e-mail in

January 2011, why didn't Digital Chocolate just pivot to

·mobile?

·MR. SCHLADWEILER:· Objection to form.
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·1· ·weren't going to be a good fit anywhere else.

·2· ·BY MR. NEWMAN:

·3· · · · Q.· ·You testified earlier that MMOs had certain

·4· ·functionality that was viral.· Why didn't Digital

·5· ·Chocolate pivot to MMO?

·6· · · · A.· ·MMOs are extremely expensive to develop, and

·7· ·without there being a social gaming network on which you

·8· ·could launch them and get free traffic, you would have

·9· ·to not only have incredibly high development costs, you

10· ·would have to have incredibly high marketing costs to

11· ·launch them on the PC, and that was not even our forte.

12· · · · · · ·MR. NEWMAN:· I'd like to turn your attention

13· ·to the document marked 358.

14· · · · · · ·(Deposition Exhibit 358 was

15· · · · · · ·marked for identification.)

16· ·BY MR. NEWMAN:

17· · · · Q.· ·After you've had a chance to review it, my

18· ·first question is going to be, do you recognize it?

19· · · · A.· ·I recognize it.

20· · · · Q.· ·Exhibit 358 bears the Bates label FB_0147397.

21· ·What is Exhibit 358?

22· · · · A.· ·This is an e-mail that I wrote dated March 8,

23· ·2011, to Dan Rose, who was the vice president at

24· ·Facebook who had a lot to do with strategic business

25· ·development relationships.
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10· ·to testify the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

11· ·the truth;

12· · · · · · ·That said deposition was taken down by me in

13· ·stenotype at the time and place therein named, and
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16· · · · · · ·I further certify that I am not interested in

17· ·the event of the action.
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3 That the foregoing proceedings were taken
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5 any witnesses in the foregoing proceedings, prior to
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9 direction; further, that the foregoing is an accurate

10 transcription thereof.
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1     A.   A game developer is an individual or a firm

2 with programming skills that compiles software code

3 that, when run, generates gameplay.

4     Q.   And do you have a definition of what is

5 gameplay?

6     A.   It's possible that there are some applications

7 that are ambiguous as to whether they qualify as a game

8 or not.  I haven't seen any that would make me wonder.

9 So this some might be a "you know it when you see it"

10 kind of question.

11     Q.   Can you give me an example of some applications

12 on Facebook that you would consider to be a game?

13     A.   Sure.  So some I've looked at include Words

14 With Friends, Candy Crush, Solitaire.  Those come to

15 mind.

16     Q.   And would you consider those to be social

17 games?

18     A.   Generally, yes.

19     Q.   So, focusing again on the two-sided marketplace

20 and the bringing together of game developers and users

21 on the Facebook platform -- focused on that for the

22 moment -- you reference that your definition of a
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1 two-sided marketplace had to do with whether there are

2 externalities that some of the participants could not or

3 would not internalize; is that correct?

4     A.   Correct.

5     Q.   Have you formed an opinion as to whether there

6 are any such externalities that are not internalized by

7 some of the market participants in the two-sided

8 marketplace between game developers and users on the

9 Facebook platform?

10          MR. TERUYA:  Objection.  Form.

11          THE WITNESS:  I don't describe it or analyze it

12 in those terms, but in an economic effect, yes.

13 BY MR. BARNETT:

14     Q.   What is your opinion?

15     A.   The anti-steering rules or policies of Facebook

16 that I described in my report create a situation in

17 which the cost to a developer is significantly higher to

18 complete a transaction on facebook.com than it could

19 have been on alternative platforms, and users were

20 not -- or developers were unable to provide economic

21 incentives that would have provided efficient price

22 signals to users as to where would be most -- least

Q. What is your opinion?

that I described in my report create a situation in

which the cost to a developer is significantly higher to

complete a transaction on facebook.com than it could

have been on alternative platforms, and users were

not -- or developers were unable to provide economic

incentives that would have provided efficient price

signals to users as to where would be most -- least

A. The anti-steering rules or policies of Facebook
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1 costly for the developer for the user to make a

2 transaction.  That generates an externality that was

3 unable to be rectified or internalized, and therefore,

4 it creates this two-sided effect.

5     Q.   Dr. Frankel, we've been talking only about the

6 activity on facebook.com on the Facebook Canvas.

7          Do you understand that?

8     A.   Yes.

9     Q.   Are there any anti-steering rules that operate

10 within the confines of the Facebook Canvas?

11     A.   Yes.

12     Q.   What's the rule?

13     A.   Well, I can't answer that question in

14 isolation, because an anti-steering policy, by

15 definition -- well, I don't know "by definition," but at

16 least in this context is pegged to behavior outside of

17 the platform as well.  So --

18     Q.   Then let me -- obviously I didn't articulate my

19 question clearly enough.

20          My question is whether there are any

21 anti-steering rules that you have identified that have

22 their entire impact within the Facebook Canvas.

costly for the developer for the user to make a

transaction. That generates an externality that was

unable to be rectified or internalized, and therefore,

it creates this two-sided effect.

Q. Dr. Frankel, we've been talking only about the

activity on facebook.com on the Facebook Canvas.

Do you understand that?

A. Yes.

within the confines of the Facebook Canvas?

A. Yes.

Q. What's the rule?

A. Well, I can't answer that question in

isolation, because an anti-steering policy, by

definition -- well, I don't know "by definition," but at

least in this context is pegged to behavior outside of

the platform as well. So --

Q. Then let me -- obviously I didn't articulate my

question clearly enough.

My question is whether there are any

anti-steering rules that you have identified that have

their entire impact within the Facebook Canvas.

Q. Are there any anti-steering rules that operate
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1     A.   There may be.  Bans on cross-application

2 currency -- I want to think about it a little bit, but

3 that may well have some attributes of an anti-steering

4 practice.  There may be others that, if I think about

5 it, I would identify.

6     Q.   Are there any that you relied upon in forming

7 the opinions expressed in your report?

8 MR. TERUYA:  Objection.  Form.

9 THE WITNESS:  I touch on the cross-application

10 currency in my report.  Certain exclusivity

11 provisions -- certain exclusivity provisions, say of

12 Zynga's relationship with Facebook, in effect operated

13 within the Facebook platform, but as a result of -- that

14 was -- as I understand it and recall it, that was a

15 consequence of the contract.  So whether that's

16 considered to involve conduct relative to outside of the

17 platform or not or it's conduct strictly within the

18 Facebook platform, I'm not sure.

19 BY MR. BARNETT:

20     Q.   Let's step out of the Facebook context and talk

21 about the two-sided marketplace in the abstract.

22 If there are externalities that the market

A. There may be. Bans on cross-application

currency -- I want to think about it a little bit, but

that may well have some attributes of an anti-steering

practice. There may be others that, if I think about

it, I would identify.

Q. Are there any that you relied upon in forming

the opinions expressed in your report?

MR. TERUYA: Objection. Form.

THE WITNESS: I touch on the cross-application

currency in my report. Certain exclusivity

provisions -- certain exclusivity provisions, say of

Zynga's relationship with Facebook, in effect operated

within the Facebook platform, but as a result of -- that

was -- as I understand it and recall it, that was a

consequence of the contract. So whether that's

considered to involve conduct relative to outside of the

platform or not or it's conduct strictly within the

Facebook platform, I'm not sure.
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1 participants are not internalizing, when one is

2 assessing the competitive effect of the particular

3 conduct related to that two-sided marketplace, is it

4 appropriate to look at the impact on both sides of the

5 marketplace?

6          THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry to do this, but I want

7 to understand precisely what the question is.  Can I

8 have it...

9                      (Record read as follows:

10                      "Question:  If there are

11                 externalities that the market

12                 participants are not internalizing, when

13                 one is assessing the competitive effect

14                 of the particular conduct related to

15                 that two-sided marketplace, is it

16                 appropriate to look at the impact on

17                 both sides of the marketplace?")

18          THE WITNESS:  It can be appropriate.  If the --

19 how -- the appropriate way to do that has been debated

20 by people.  I tend to agree that it's important to pay

21 attention to the effects on both sides of that

22 marketplace to make sure that you get a full
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1 which may not be representative of all games, but they

2 count for a large share of the total revenue at any

3 point in time, the relative share of revenue on those

4 games that is earned through transactions on the mobile

5 platforms has grown.

6 BY MR. BARNETT:

7     Q.   And has grown relative to the revenue earned on

8 Facebook Canvas?

9     A.   Yes.

10     Q.   And grown quite substantially relative to the

11 revenues earned on Facebook Canvas; correct?

12     A.   Correct.

13     Q.   And I understand that you have cited in your

14 report that there are certain shifts that have occurred

15 in terms of usage by users on mobile devices versus

16 Web-based platforms.

17          MR. TERUYA:  Object to the form.

18 BY MR. BARNETT:

19     Q.   Do you recall that discussion?

20          MR. TERUYA:  Objection.  Form.

21          THE WITNESS:  I describe how generally in the

22 economy there's much more computer -- much more usage of
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1 mobile devices for any number of computational and

2 Internet tasks relative to the amount of usage of

3 desktop computers.

4 BY MR. BARNETT:

5     Q.   And can you point me to an analysis in either

6 of your reports that identifies the cause of the decline

7 in Facebook's relative share of developer revenue for

8 these 20 games?

9     A.   I'm not sure I understand what you're asking.

10 I describe -- I describe at some length the growth of

11 mobile devices; the fact that a larger share of usage of

12 games and other computer functions are now happening on

13 mobile devices than in the past; and I explain why it

14 doesn't affect my conclusion that mobile is not in the

15 same market; but that, also, even if it is in the same

16 market, why my conclusion isn't affected that Facebook

17 has -- is able still to exercise market power.

18     Q.   Well, let's look at the latter point for a

19 minute.  Let's assume that it is in the same market.

20 Just walk me through how Facebook still

21 exercises market power and in which market you mean.

22     A.   Sure.  Well -- I mean, I go through at some

Just walk me through how Facebook still

exercises market power and in which market you mean.

A. Sure. Well -- I mean, I go through at some
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1 length why I think they have market power still today in

2 social game networks and in virtual currency services

3 provided to developers on their social game network.

4 With respect to the mobile device issue -- let's start

5 with the first report.

6          So, in general, the reasons include the

7 continued existence of a highly concentrated market.  If

8 you accept for purposes of argument to define the market

9 to include mobile device platforms and the Facebook

10 platform, it's highly concentrated a market in which

11 there's the existence of anti-steering policies which

12 directly prohibits interbrand price competition across

13 the platforms.

14     Q.   Let's pause on that one for a second.

15          Merely because a market is highly concentrated

16 doesn't mean that every individual participant in that

17 market has market power, does it?

18     A.   Well, as a general principle that's true.

19     Q.   Indeed, as a general matter, if you had two

20 companies with a 45 percent share and one company with a

21 10 percent share, would you expect the company with the

22 10 percent share to have market power?

length why I think they have market power still today in

social game networks and in virtual currency services

provided to developers on their social game network.

With respect to the mobile device issue -- let's start

with the first report.

So, in general, the reasons include the

continued existence of a highly concentrated market. If

you accept for purposes of argument to define the market

platform, it's highly concentrated a market in which

there's the existence of anti-steering policies which

directly prohibits interbrand price competition across

the platforms.

Q. Let's pause on that one for a second.

Merely because a market is highly concentrated

doesn't mean that every individual participant in that

market has market power, does it?

A. Well, as a general principle that's true.

Q. Indeed, as a general matter, if you had two

companies with a 45 percent share and one company with a

10 percent share, would you expect the company with the

10 percent share to have market power?

to include mobile device platforms and the Facebook
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1     A.   It depends on the facts and circumstances.  By

2 itself that's insufficient information to conclude that

3 they have market power.

4     Q.   So your calculation that the market that

5 includes mobile platforms is highly concentrated is

6 insufficient to determine that an individual participant

7 also has market power; correct?

8          MR. TERUYA:  Objection.  Form.

9          THE WITNESS:  That's not the information I rely

10 on.  I rely on a number of aspects of the market to make

11 my conclusion about Facebook's market power.

12 BY MR. BARNETT:

13     Q.   I asked you whether your calculation about the

14 concentration of such a market would be sufficient to

15 conclude that Facebook has market power.

16     A.   By itself, if that's all I knew, I think I

17 would agree with you:  It would not be sufficient.  But

18 that's not all I know.

19     Q.   So can you point me to somewhere in your report

20 where you can exclude the possibility that the reason

21 that Facebook shares declined relative to the mobile

22 platform share is that Facebook's terms became less

A. It depends on the facts and circumstances. By

itself that's insufficient information to conclude that

they have market power.

includes mobile platforms is highly concentrated is

Q. So your calculation that the market that

insufficient to determine that an individual participant

also has market power; correct?

MR. TERUYA: Objection. Form.

THE WITNESS: That's not the information I rely

my conclusion about Facebook's market power.

BY MR. BARNETT:

Q. I asked you whether your calculation about the

concentration of such a market would be sufficient to

conclude that Facebook has market power.

A. By itself, if that's all I knew, I think I

would agree with you: It would not be sufficient. But

that's not all I know.

Q. So can you point me to somewhere in your report

where you can exclude the possibility that the reason

that Facebook shares declined relative to the mobile

platform share is that Facebook's terms became less

on. I rely on a number of aspects of the market to make
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1 favorable to developers and they have shifted their

2 gaming activity to mobile?

3 MR. TERUYA:  Objection.  Form.

4 THE WITNESS:  So I would answer the question

5 this way that even if -- relative to mobile platforms,

6 Facebook went from being a favorable destination because

7 of its competitive marketplace to one that was less

8 favorable or equally unfavorable in terms of the pricing

9 terms at least facing the developers.

10 So the relative price on Facebook went up.  So

11 it wouldn't surprise me if that contributed to the

12 relative decline of usage -- of development on Facebook

13 and the relative growth on the other platforms.  That's

14 not inconsistent with a conclusion that Facebook has

15 market power and that social game networks is a relevant

16 market.

17 BY MR. BARNETT:

18     Q.   So you would view the Facebook Canvas platform

19 and the mobile platforms as equally unfavorable to

20 developers today in terms of the 30 percent revenue

21 share?

22     A.   Just with respect to the price point by itself;

favorable to developers and they have shifted their

gaming activity to mobile?

MR. TERUYA: Objection. Form.

THE WITNESS: So I would answer the question

this way that even if -- relative to mobile platforms,

Facebook went from being a favorable destination because

of its competitive marketplace to one that was less

favorable or equally unfavorable in terms of the pricing

terms at least facing the developers.

So the relative price on Facebook went up. So

it wouldn't surprise me if that contributed to the

relative decline of usage -- of development on Facebook

and the relative growth on the other platforms. That's

not inconsistent with a conclusion that Facebook has

market power and that social game networks is a relevant

market.

BY MR. BARNETT:

Q. So you would view the Facebook Canvas platform

and the mobile platforms as equally unfavorable to

developers today in terms of the 30 percent revenue

share?

A. Just with respect to the price point by itself;
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1 right?

2     Q.   Right.

3     A.   Development on the Facebook platform, because

4 it became more expensive for developers, less

5 monetization coming to developers on net through the

6 policy changes that occurred with Facebook, the

7 incentive to develop on Facebook declined.  There were

8 no similar changes in the price terms on the other

9 networks.

10 So even if they're completely separate

11 markets -- this could be three separate geographic

12 markets -- and you tell me price goes up in one and it

13 didn't doesn't go up in the others, you would expect,

14 all else equal, to see a relative decline in usage of

15 the one that had the price increase, having nothing to

16 do with substitution.

17     Q.   I'm not sure -- I think you lost me on the last

18 part, but let's...

19 But you would accept that it's possible that

20 one of the factors that contributed to the growth of

21 social game activity on mobile platforms is that the

22 relative terms available on Facebook Canvas versus the

right?

Q. Right.

it became more expensive for developers, less

monetization coming to developers on net through the

policy changes that occurred with Facebook, the

incentive to develop on Facebook declined. There were

no similar changes in the price terms on the other

networks.

So even if they're completely separate

markets -- this could be three separate geographic

markets -- and you tell me price goes up in one and it

didn't doesn't go up in the others, you would expect,

all else equal, to see a relative decline in usage of

the one that had the price increase, having nothing to

do with substitution.

Q. I'm not sure -- I think you lost me on the last

part, but let's...

But you would accept that it's possible that

one of the factors that contributed to the growth of

social game activity on mobile platforms is that the

relative terms available on Facebook Canvas versus the

A. Development on the Facebook platform, because
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1 mobile platforms became less favorable to developers.

2 MR. TERUYA:  Objection to form.

3 THE WITNESS:  I would not agree with the

4 question put that way.  You said with the growth of

5 mobile.  My view is that mobile would have grown roughly

6 as it has grown with or without Facebook declining; in

7 other words, the relative -- there may be a relative

8 decline in Facebook; that's clear.  Some of that is due

9 to changing usage patterns of technology in the economy.

10 Some of that is due to the fact that the price to

11 developers on Facebook increased, and when the price

12 goes up, you expect a lower quantity to be purchased.

13 That's the law of demand for economics.

14 Meanwhile, if mobile is growing with whatever

15 price that it has that's constant price, you're going to

16 see a relative change in volume for both of those

17 reasons, the changing demand and the higher price on

18 Facebook, without it having to do with the price on

19 Facebook driving additional use -- development on

20 mobile.

21 BY MR. BARNETT:

22     Q.   Can you point me to an analysis where you

mobile platforms became less favorable to developers.

MR. TERUYA: Objection to form.

THE WITNESS: I would not agree with the

question put that way. You said with the growth of

mobile. My view is that mobile would have grown roughly

as it has grown with or without Facebook declining; in

other words, the relative -- there may be a relative

decline in Facebook; that's clear. Some of that is due

to changing usage patterns of technology in the economy.

Some of that is due to the fact that the price to

developers on Facebook increased, and when the price

goes up, you expect a lower quantity to be purchased.

That's the law of demand for economics.

Meanwhile, if mobile is growing with whatever

price that it has that's constant price, you're going to

see a relative change in volume for both of those

reasons, the changing demand and the higher price on

Facebook, without it having to do with the price on

Facebook driving additional use -- development on

mobile.
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1 separated out or quantified the impact of each of those

2 two factors on the shift?

3 MR. TERUYA:  Objection to form.

4 THE WITNESS:  I'm not aware of a way to

5 quantify the impact of those two effects.  They're both

6 logical inferences based on basic economic trends and

7 principles.

8 BY MR. BARNETT:

9     Q.   Now, if one were to look at -- let's stick for

10 the moment with the potential relevant market, which you

11 said wouldn't affect your bottom-line result.  It's a

12 potential not-relevant market.  It includes Facebook

13 Canvas and games on mobile devices.

14 Your table just looks at the top 20 games that

15 are on Facebook and performs that calculation; correct?

16 MR. TERUYA:  Object to the form.

17 THE WITNESS:  Correct.  Because I had a very

18 specific purpose.

19 BY MR. BARNETT:

20     Q.   I understand.

21 Dr. Carlton looked at all games that are on

22 Canvas and the mobile platforms; correct?
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1     Q.   Well, that's not my question.

2          The question is whether you're aware of any

3 online-based companies that began offering services for

4 free and later decided to impose a fee.

5          MR. TERUYA:  Objection.  Form.

6          THE WITNESS:  One that comes to mind is some

7 online newspapers.  The newspapers-online sites, some

8 have tried to go to a charge -- a paywall model.  Some

9 have tried to withdrawal the paywall amount because it

10 didn't work competitively.  I don't remember if any of

11 them that still have paywalls started out free.  That

12 would be the one possible example that comes to mind

13 that I'd want to chase down.

14 BY MR. BARNETT:

15     Q.   That's the only one that you can think of?

16     A.   If you have suggestions of others, I can tell

17 you if it rings a bell.

18     Q.   No, I'm just trying to -- I'm asking you the

19 depth of your knowledge of business models in this

20 industry and online industries generally and asking --

21 whatever you know, you know, and whatever you don't

22 know.
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1     A.   As I sit here in real time, they don't come to

2 mind, but maybe later I'll think of them.

3     Q.   So we were talking about anti-steering

4 policies.  That's your term.

5     A.   Correct.

6     Q.   You have identified, you say, certain

7 anti-steering policies that Facebook has adopted that

8 you think narrow the relevant market in this case;

9 correct?

10     A.   The tendency is to narrow the relevant market

11 and enhance market power.

12     Q.   And I'd like for you to list for me each of the

13 anti-steering policies that Facebook has adopted, in

14 your understanding, that you believe contributed to your

15 conclusions.

16          MR. TERUYA:  Objection.  Form.

17          THE WITNESS:  So I'd start with a general

18 answer, which is, anti-steering policies tend to -- I've

19 often seen them in payment industries deployed in -- as

20 a set of policies.  Some are more obviously

21 anti-steering policies, and some are a little bit less

22 clear.  Some have very clear effects all by themselves.

Q. So we were talking about anti-steering

policies. That's your term.

A. Correct.

Q. You have identified, you say, certain

you think narrow the relevant market in this case;

correct?

A. The tendency is to narrow the relevant market

and enhance market power.

Q. And I'd like for you to list for me each of the

anti-steering policies that Facebook has adopted, in

your understanding, that you believe contributed to your

conclusions.

MR. TERUYA: Objection. Form.

THE WITNESS: So I'd start with a general

answer, which is, anti-steering policies tend to -- I've

a set of policies. Some are more obviously

anti-steering policies, and some are a little bit less

clear. Some have very clear effects all by themselves.

anti-steering policies that Facebook has adopted that

often seen them in payment industries deployed in -- as
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1 Others contribute and enhance and lock in that effect,

2 so they contribute to that effect.

3          What I would say is the clearest example of an

4 anti-steering policy is Facebook's prohibition on

5 charging a different price off of Facebook Canvas -- or

6 a more advantageous price to an end user off of the

7 Facebook Canvas for a Facebook-connected app than is

8 charged by the developer on the Facebook Canvas.

9          In addition -- there's additional policies.  So

10 one that comes to mind is Facebook's prohibition on

11 making available some special feature or -- I forget the

12 exact words used.  I should probably just look for it

13 the way I write them -- but a special feature of a game

14 that's only available off of Facebook than -- and it's

15 not available on the Facebook Canvas.

16          There's -- Facebook has dialed down the

17 availability of some of its graph features, as we

18 discussed before, for games that are not also on

19 Facebook Canvas, which tends to reduce developers'

20 ability to shift volume off of Facebook Canvas.

21          Hang on.

22          Just the ability to promote or publish a link

Others contribute and enhance and lock in that effect,

so they contribute to that effect.

What I would say is the clearest example of an

anti-steering policy is Facebook's prohibition on

a more advantageous price to an end user off of the

Facebook Canvas for a Facebook-connected app than is

charged by the developer on the Facebook Canvas.

In addition -- there's additional policies. So

one that comes to mind is Facebook's prohibition on

making available some special feature or -- I forget the

exact words used. I should probably just look for it

the way I write them -- but a special feature of a game

that's only available off of Facebook than -- and it's

not available on the Facebook Canvas.

There's -- Facebook has dialed down the

availability of some of its graph features, as we

discussed before, for games that are not also on

Facebook Canvas, which tends to reduce developers'

ability to shift volume off of Facebook Canvas.

Hang on.

Just the ability to promote or publish a link

charging a different price off of Facebook Canvas -- or
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1 to, say, the developer's own website -- from within an

2 app on Facebook Canvas to the developer's own site or to

3 another social networking site off of Canvas is an

4 anti-steering rule that enhances market power.  Same

5 thing with not just links, but any sort of promotion or

6 mentioning of the availability of apps off of the

7 platform.

8 I believe -- so there's some exclusivity

9 elements of contracts, for example, with Zynga --

10 between Zynga and Facebook that I'd have to review to be

11 sure.  They're complicated contract terms.  But my read

12 on them, at least directionally they make it more

13 difficult or restrict in some ways Google -- I'm

14 sorry -- Facebook's ability to publish certain games on

15 rival social networking services such as MySpace and

16 later Google Plus and others that might come along.

17 Facebook had exclusivity periods that could be extended.

18 They couldn't post -- they couldn't link to other social

19 graphs from within a Zynga app, that sort of thing.

20 Those are all designed to impede the ability of

21 the -- or they have the economic effect -- put aside

22 design.  They have the economic effect of reducing the

to, say, the developer's own website -- from within an

another social networking site off of Canvas is an

anti-steering rule that enhances market power. Same

thing with not just links, but any sort of promotion or

mentioning of the availability of apps off of the

platform.

I believe -- so there's some exclusivity

elements of contracts, for example, with Zynga --

between Zynga and Facebook that I'd have to review to be

sure. They're complicated contract terms. But my read

on them, at least directionally they make it more

difficult or restrict in some ways Google -- I'm

sorry -- Facebook's ability to publish certain games on

rival social networking services such as MySpace and

later Google Plus and others that might come along.

Facebook had exclusivity periods that could be extended.

They couldn't post -- they couldn't link to other social

graphs from within a Zynga app, that sort of thing.

Those are all designed to impede the ability of

the -- or they have the economic effect -- put aside

design. They have the economic effect of reducing the

app on Facebook Canvas to the developer's own site or to
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1 elasticity of substitution.  As the price goes up for

2 processing a payment, say, on Facebook, it reduces how

3 many transactions the developer can incentivize users to

4 do somewhere else.

5 There are probably a couple of others that I

6 would think either clearly or possibly should be

7 interpreted as anti-steering policies, but I'll pause

8 there.

9 BY MR. BARNETT:

10     Q.   I want a full list.  If there's anything

11 else...

12     A.   Let me keep thinking.

13 There was a prohibition on cross-app currencies

14 which had the economic effect in part, or at least the

15 expected effect by Facebook personnel, as I understand

16 it, of impeding the ability of developers to incentivize

17 users to stock up on virtual currency elsewhere that

18 could be then used in Facebook games -- or in the

19 developers' games on the Facebook Canvas.

20     Q.   Uh-huh.  Anything else?

21     A.   Facebook prohibited developers from attempting

22 to export user data for use on competing social

elasticity of substitution. As the price goes up for

processing a payment, say, on Facebook, it reduces how

many transactions the developer can incentivize users to

do somewhere else.

There are probably a couple of others that I

would think either clearly or possibly should be

interpreted as anti-steering policies, but I'll pause

there.

BY MR. BARNETT:

Q. I want a full list. If there's anything

else...

A. Let me keep thinking.

There was a prohibition on cross-app currencies

which had the economic effect in part, or at least the

expected effect by Facebook personnel, as I understand

it, of impeding the ability of developers to incentivize

users to stock up on virtual currency elsewhere that

could be then used in Facebook games -- or in the

developers' games on the Facebook Canvas.

Q. Uh-huh. Anything else?

A. Facebook prohibited developers from attempting

to export user data for use on competing social
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1 networks.  I'm not saying that all these are necessarily

2 indefensible or anticompetitive, but they all have the

3 effect of enhancing market power and narrowing relevant

4 markets.

5 The friends lists, as I think I mentioned

6 before, were denied at some point.  In September 2012

7 friends lists were made unavailable to other Web-based

8 websites that used Facebook Connect to connect to the

9 social graph.

10     Q.   Uh-huh.

11     A.   So it's not just the Invitable Friends I talked

12 about before, but any friends lists.  I think that's

13 still in effect.

14 Facebook prohibited developers from sharing the

15 same app ID across apps on facebook.com and desktop Web

16 games off of facebook.com.  My understanding is that it

17 makes it more difficult for developers to successfully

18 deploy a game on their own website, let's say, that can

19 link gameplay and notifications and the rest that would

20 have similar functionalities they had on the Facebook

21 Canvas.

22     Q.   So as an initial matter -- I think you just

networks. I'm not saying that all these are necessarily

indefensible or anticompetitive, but they all have the

effect of enhancing market power and narrowing relevant

markets.

The friends lists, as I think I mentioned

before, were denied at some point. In September 2012

friends lists were made unavailable to other Web-based

websites that used Facebook Connect to connect to the

social graph.

Q. Uh-huh.

A. So it's not just the Invitable Friends I talked

about before, but any friends lists. I think that's

still in effect.

Facebook prohibited developers from sharing the

same app ID across apps on facebook.com and desktop Web

games off of facebook.com. My understanding is that it

makes it more difficult for developers to successfully

deploy a game on their own website, let's say, that can

Canvas.

link gameplay and notifications and the rest that would

have similar functionalities they had on the Facebook
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1 said this, but let's be clear.

2 You're not disputing that some of these

3 provisions may have justifications -- legitimate

4 justifications; you're relying upon what you perceive to

5 be the impact with respect to the relevant market; is

6 that fair?

7 MR. TERUYA:  Objection.  Form.

8 THE WITNESS:  I'd take that in two steps,

9 because it's really a two-part question.

10 One is the impact on relevant markets and

11 market power.  I think it's clear that these sorts of

12 policies -- I don't think it could be disputed these

13 sorts of policies have the economic effect of reducing

14 substitution.  It's defended for that reason, but it

15 prevents people from substituting easily to a lower-cost

16 platform or their own website.  So it invariably

17 enhances market power and has the -- for the same reason

18 has the economic effect of tending to -- leads to

19 conclusions that relevant markets are narrower than they

20 otherwise might be without those policies.

21 As to whether they're defensible or not, I

22 think it depends on the particular facts and
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1          The price mechanism is probably the key

2 competitive mechanism in the economy, and I think that

3 by itself is probably sufficient to maintain and enhance

4 and preserve Facebook's market power from competitive

5 erosion.

6 BY MR. BARNETT:

7     Q.   Point me to the pages in either one of your

8 reports in which you quantify the impact of any one of

9 the mechanisms that you have identified, please.

10     A.   It wasn't necessary for me to quantify it.

11          MR. TERUYA:  Objection.  Form.

12 BY MR. BARNETT:

13     Q.   That's not my question.

14     A.   I'm not offering a damages opinion.

15     Q.   Dr. Frankel, that's not my question.  I asked

16 can you point me to any pages in either report in which

17 you quantify the impact of any one of the mechanisms

18 that you've identify.

19          MR. TERUYA:  Could you let him finish his

20 answers.

21          THE WITNESS:  No.

22          MR. TERUYA:  And objection.  Form.
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1          THE WITNESS:  No, because it was not relevant

2 to my opinions to quantify it.

3 BY MR. BARNETT:

4     Q.   Is it your view that Facebook has prohibited

5 all potential forms of steering available to a social

6 game developer?

7     A.   Well, "all potential forms of steering" is a

8 pretty broad statement.  So I imagine not.

9     Q.   Did you consider whether social game developers

10 can launch new versions of games on other platforms

11 without launching that version of the game on Facebook?

12     A.   I don't think I considered that -- in this

13 context as an anti-steering rule or as an ability to

14 steer, per se, I didn't analyze in detail whether the

15 ability to do that is sufficient to broaden the relevant

16 market to include both of those platforms.

17     Q.   Did you analyze whether developers could offer

18 users better prices, more favorable pricing if they log

19 in through another social connection or log in as a

20 guest?

21          MR. TERUYA:  Objection to form.

22          THE WITNESS:  I did think about that and

Q. Did you analyze whether developers could offer

users better prices, more favorable pricing if they log

in through another social connection or log in as a

guest?

MR. TERUYA: Objection to form.

THE WITNESS: I did think about that and
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1 analyze that question.  My opinion is that it's an

2 anti-steering policy for Facebook to have those

3 restrictions even if it's limited to when a developer is

4 accessing the Facebook social graph via Connect.  I

5 think it was Sheryl Sandberg, I think, who said this is

6 essentially all of the game business of these

7 developers.

8 BY MR. BARNETT:

9     Q.   Is it your understanding that if a social game

10 developer has a game on Canvas and the same game on a

11 mobile device, if the user enters the game through the

12 mobile device without using Facebook Login, that

13 Facebook restricts the pricing that the developer can

14 make available to the user in that context?

15          MR. TERUYA:  Objection.  Form.

16          THE WITNESS:  No.  But the whole point is to be

17 able to steer a user who's already using a game on the

18 Facebook Canvas to instead play the game somewhere else

19 and not lose connection to their game account.

20 BY MR. BARNETT:

21     Q.   So are you aware of any anti-steering mechanism

22 that Facebook has adopted, in your view, that applies to

analyze that question. My opinion is that it's an

anti-steering policy for Facebook to have those

accessing the Facebook social graph via Connect. I

think it was Sheryl Sandberg, I think, who said this is

essentially all of the game business of these

developers.

BY MR. BARNETT:

Q. Is it your understanding that if a social game

developer has a game on Canvas and the same game on a

mobile device, if the user enters the game through the

mobile device without using Facebook Login, that

Facebook restricts the pricing that the developer can

make available to the user in that context?

MR. TERUYA: Objection. Form.

THE WITNESS: No. But the whole point is to be

able to steer a user who's already using a game on the

Facebook Canvas to instead play the game somewhere else

and not lose connection to their game account.

BY MR. BARNETT:

Q. So are you aware of any anti-steering mechanism

that Facebook has adopted, in your view, that applies to

restrictions even if it's limited to when a developer is
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1 activity or conduct where the user is not connecting to

2 Facebook?

3 MR. TERUYA:  Objection.  Form.

4 THE WITNESS:  I think the Google -- the Zynga

5 exclusivity provisions that limited the availability of

6 games on other platforms and using other social logins,

7 access to other social graphs might fit that

8 characterization.  I want to just think for another

9 minute if the others might.

10 That's the one that comes to mind.

11 BY MR. BARNETT:

12     Q.   So the steering that you are concerned about is

13 the situation where the social game developer puts a

14 game on Facebook Canvas, develops a user base, and then

15 steers that user base off to some other game platform?

16     A.   The developer generates users --

17     Q.   On Facebook Canvas.

18     A.   Correct.

19     Q.   And then steers that user base to a different

20 platform not connected to Facebook.

21     A.   Not necessarily in that order.

22     Q.   Well, I'm talking about steering -- I'm just

activity or conduct where the user is not connecting to

Facebook?

MR. TERUYA: Objection. Form.

THE WITNESS: I think the Google -- the Zynga

exclusivity provisions that limited the availability of

games on other platforms and using other social logins,

access to other social graphs might fit that

characterization. I want to just think for another

minute if the others might.

That's the one that comes to mind.

BY MR. BARNETT:

Q. So the steering that you are concerned about is

the situation where the social game developer puts a

game on Facebook Canvas, develops a user base, and then

steers that user base off to some other game platform?

A. The developer generates users --

Q. On Facebook Canvas.

A. Correct.

Q. And then steers that user base to a different

platform not connected to Facebook.

A. Not necessarily in that order.

Q. Well, I'm talking about steering -- I'm just
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1 trying to make sure I understood what you said, which

2 was that the whole idea related to Facebook users who

3 are using social games on Canvas and Facebook preventing

4 or restricting the ability of the social game developer

5 to transfer those users over to another access platform

6 where they are not subject to Facebook's payment

7 processing or other policies.

8 MR. TERUYA:  Objection.  Form.

9 THE WITNESS:  It's not whether I'm concerned.

10 The idea is that it enhances market power to prohibit

11 that.  It's -- when users are -- develop a relationship

12 with the developer, commercial relationship, and the

13 user -- the developer is unable to incentivize a user to

14 make a transaction on another platform that may offer a

15 lower price, even if it's limited to Connect -- when the

16 user is logged in to his account using Connect, that is

17 a sufficiently important part of the market that I find

18 that to be anticompetitive even if it's limited to those

19 instances.

20 BY MR. BARNETT:

21     Q.   So let's talk a little bit about the 30 percent

22 revenue share that Facebook has applied to in-app

trying to make sure I understood what you said, which

was that the whole idea related to Facebook users who

are using social games on Canvas and Facebook preventing

or restricting the ability of the social game developer

to transfer those users over to another access platform

where they are not subject to Facebook's payment

processing or other policies.

MR. TERUYA: Objection. Form.

THE WITNESS: It's not whether I'm concerned.

The idea is that it enhances market power to prohibit

that. It's -- when users are -- develop a relationship

with the developer, commercial relationship, and the

user -- the developer is unable to incentivize a user to

make a transaction on another platform that may offer a

lower price, even if it's limited to Connect -- when the

user is logged in to his account using Connect, that is

a sufficiently important part of the market that I find

that to be anticompetitive even if it's limited to those

instances.
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1 transactions on the Facebook Canvas.

2 Are you aware of the revenue share that Google

3 charges?

4     A.   Yes.  I think we went through this this

5 morning.

6     Q.   What is that share?

7     A.   30 percent.

8     Q.   Are you aware of the revenue share that Apple

9 charges?

10     A.   30 percent.

11     Q.   Are you aware of the revenue share that Steam

12 charges?

13     A.   I've seen that information.  I don't recall as

14 I sit here.

15     Q.   Are you aware that there are other game

16 platforms that charge a 30 percent revenue share --

17     A.   Yes.

18     Q.   -- for in-app transactions?

19     A.   Yes.

20     Q.   Whether virtually all other game platforms

21 charge at least 30 percent for in-app transactions?

22 MR. TERUYA:  Objection to form.
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1 to game developers?

2     A.   No.  Facebook provided the social distribution

3 to the developers that also turned to Super Rewards for

4 virtual currency services.

5     Q.   Did Super Rewards provide access to a social

6 graph?

7     A.   No.  At least not directly.

8     Q.   But Facebook did?

9     A.   Yes.

10     Q.   So Super Rewards did not provide all of the

11 services to developers that Facebook provided; correct?

12          MR. TERUYA:  Objection to form.

13          THE WITNESS:  That Facebook did once it was

14 providing Credits --

15 BY MR. BARNETT:

16     Q.   Correct.

17     A.   -- to a developer.  I agree with that.

18     Q.   Do you have an opinion on what caused MySpace

19 to fail as a social network if -- I believe -- strike

20 that.

21          Do you believe that MySpace has failed as a

22 social network?
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1     A.   Has it failed?

2     Q.   Yeah.

3     A.   As I use the term "social networking service,"

4 yes.

5     Q.   Do you have an opinion as to why it failed?

6     A.   I didn't specifically investigate that question

7 sufficiently to render a formal expert opinion.  I have

8 some understanding of some of the factors that

9 contributed to the failure of MySpace, one of which

10 could be, for example, the contract terms involving

11 Zynga and perhaps others.  But whether those simply

12 accelerated or maybe put the final nail in the coffin or

13 contributed or not doesn't really affect my opinions, so

14 I didn't investigate it further.

15     Q.   Do you believe that Google Plus failed as a

16 social game network?

17     A.   Yes.

18     Q.   Do you have an opinion as to why it failed?

19     A.   Well, I think I addressed this in my reply

20 report, which is, Facebook introduced anti-steering

21 rules or enhanced its anti-steering policies

22 specifically designed to ensure or increase the odds

Q. Do you believe that Google Plus failed as a

social game network?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you have an opinion as to why it failed?

A. Well, I think I addressed this in my reply

report, which is, Facebook introduced anti-steering

rules or enhanced its anti-steering policies

specifically designed to ensure or increase the odds
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1 that Google Plus would fail.  So I believe that

2 Facebook's policies contributed at least somewhat to

3 Google Plus's demise as a social game network.  Whether

4 it would have survived without those policies, I don't

5 know.  It may have had problems that were so severe

6 beside that that it would have failed anyway.

7 It is an illustration of why anti-steering

8 rules have anticompetitive effects.

9     Q.   So in one part of your analysis you look at the

10 30 percent revenue share that Facebook charges to

11 developers for in-app transactions and compare that to

12 the cost of virtual currency services provided by other

13 virtual currency services providers; correct?

14     A.   Well, I explain this in my reply report.  You

15 can look at it two ways, either comparing virtual

16 currency service prices charged by competing VCS

17 providers for Facebook's policy to the VCS prices or

18 rates being charged by Facebook.  I understand Professor

19 Carlton's argument that you should decompose these and

20 think of one as a price for distribution, and I explain

21 why that doesn't alter my views.

22 So whether you want to call it a price for all

that Google Plus would fail. So I believe that

Facebook's policies contributed at least somewhat to

Google Plus's demise as a social game network. Whether

it would have survived without those policies, I don't

know. It may have had problems that were so severe

beside that that it would have failed anyway.

It is an illustration of why anti-steering

rules have anticompetitive effects.
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1 the services versus VCS services for Facebook doesn't

2 really affect my views.

3     Q.   I hadn't asked you that, but that's fine.

4 I just asked if you compared the two.

5     A.   I did.

6     Q.   And you understood the direction I was going:

7 You think the proper comparison in terms of whether

8 Facebook's 30 percent revenue share as a competitive

9 price is the price of virtual currency services that you

10 say were around 5 percent or so; is that fair?

11 MR. TERUYA:  Objection.  Form.

12 THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  Can you read that

13 back.

14 (Record read as follows:

15 "Question:  And you understood the

16 direction I was going:  You think the

17 proper comparison in terms of whether

18 Facebook's 30 percent revenue share as a

19 competitive price is the price of

20 virtual currency services that you say

21 were around 5 percent or so; is that

22 fair?"
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CONFIDENTIAL 

- i - 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

SOCIAL RANGER, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company, 

Plaintiff, 

 v. 

FACEBOOK, INC., a Delaware corporation, 

Defendant. 

C.A. NO. 14-1525-LPS 

PLAINTIFF SOCIAL RANGER, LLC’S SUPPLEMENTAL OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT FACEBOOK, INC.’S FIRST SET OF 

INTERROGATORIES 

CONTAINS INFORMATION DESIGNATED AS CONFIDENTIAL UNDER 
THE STIPULATED PROTECTIVE ORDER (D.I. 25) 
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Plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC (“Social Ranger”), by and through its counsel, serves the 

following objections and answers to Defendant Facebook, Inc.’s First Set of Interrogatories 

(“Interrogatories”) dated May 11, 2016. 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

1. These objections and responses are made solely for the purpose of this action, and 

are made without waiving: (a) the right to object (on the grounds of competency, admissibility, 

privilege, proprietary information, relevancy, materiality, or any other proper grounds) to the use 

of these responses for any purpose, in whole or in part, in any subsequent step or proceeding in 

this action; (b) the right to object on any and all grounds, at any time, to interrogatories, other 

requests for production, or other discovery involving or relating to the subject matter of the 

Interrogatories; and (c) the right at any time to revise, correct, add to, or clarify any of the 

responses provided herein. To the extent that any of Facebook’s Interrogatories are vague and 

ambiguous, Social Ranger will not engage in fact-finding or draw conclusions beyond what is 

required by the Federal Rule of Civil Procedure (“Rules”), the Local Rules of Civil Practice and 

Procedure of the United States District Court for the District of Delaware (“Local Rules”), and 

the Court’s Default Standard for Discovery, Including Discovery of Electronically Stored 

Information. 

2. These objections and responses reflect only the present state of Social Ranger’s 

recollection and the present state of discovery in this matter. Facebook has not completed its 

production of documents in response to Social Ranger’s discovery requests. In addition, Social 

Ranger has not yet completed its investigation of the facts regarding this action, and has not yet 

completed its preparation for trial. Moreover, as discovery, investigation, and legal research 
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progress, new facts may be discovered and previously known facts may take on new meaning or 

significance, thereby changing any objections and answers made herein. Consequently, in 

accordance with Rule 26(e), Social Ranger expressly reserves the right to rely on, at any time 

including trial, subsequently discovered information or information omitted from these responses 

as a result of mistake, error, oversight, inadvertence, further diligence, or otherwise. 

3. Social Ranger will not produce any information that is: (a) protected from discovery

under the attorney-client privilege, work-product doctrine, or any other applicable privilege, 

immunity, doctrine, or protection; (b) prepared in anticipation of litigation; (c) otherwise 

protected from disclosure under the Rules or relevant case law. Under the Court’s Default 

Standard for Discovery, Social Ranger will not undertake any effort to review privileged or work-

product material created after the filing of the Complaint or to include such material on a 

privilege log. 

4. No statement or response to an Interrogatory that Social Ranger will answer or

produce documents constitutes a representation that Social Ranger possesses any such 

information or documents or that any particular information or documents exist. 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS 

Social Ranger objects to each and every Interrogatory on the basis of the following 

objections, which are incorporated into Social Ranger’s objections and responses to each 

Interrogatory below as if fully reproduced therein: 

5. Social Ranger objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the

extent, that it is inconsistent with, or enlarges upon, obligations imposed by the Rules, Local 

Rules, or the orders of the Court. 
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6. Social Ranger objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the 

extent, that it seeks information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney-work-

product doctrine, common-interest exception, or any other applicable privilege, immunity, 

doctrine, or protection. Nothing in these objections and responses is intended to be or is a waiver 

of any attorney-client privilege, work-product immunity, or any other applicable privilege, 

immunity, doctrine, or protection. 

7. Social Ranger construes the Interrogatories as not seeking production of documents 

from the files of counsel that constitute attorney-client communications or work product 

generated in connection with this or other litigation, anticipated litigation, or government 

investigation. Social Ranger objects to the Interrogatories as overly broad, unduly burdensome, 

and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence insofar as they 

purport to require a search for such privileged and work-product material. Any disclosure of such 

privileged or protected information is inadvertent and is not intended to waive those privileges or 

protections. Any document subject to a privilege, doctrine, or protection, if inadvertently 

produced, shall be returned by Facebook pursuant to the Protective Order entered by the Court 

on July 6, 2015. 

8. Social Ranger objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the 

extent, that it seeks proprietary or confidential information or trade secrets, the disclosure of 

which would be prejudicial to Social Ranger, any entity included within the definition of “You,” 

or to a third party to which Social Ranger owes a duty of confidentiality. Any such information 

that Social Ranger does provide will be subject to the Protective Order entered by the Court in 

this matter. 
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9. Social Ranger objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the 

extent, that it requires Social Ranger to draw a legal conclusion. 

10. Social Ranger objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the 

extent, that it calls for premature expert testimony and/or analysis. 

11. Social Ranger objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the 

extent, that it seeks information, documents, or other material that are within the possession, 

custody, or control of Facebook or its counsel, or that are publicly available. 

12. Social Ranger objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the 

extent, that it seeks information that is not relevant to the claims or defenses of any party to this 

action, nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

13. Social Ranger objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the 

extent, that it is overly broad. 

14. Social Ranger objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the 

extent, that the Interrogatories are overly broad, unlimited as to time, or seek irrelevant 

information that places an undue burden on Social Ranger. Social Ranger further objects to each 

and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the extent, that the Interrogatories require the use 

of unreasonably burdensome or costly data recovery processes. 

15. In searching for and identifying responsive documents, Social Ranger will conduct a

reasonable search of its records utilized and accessed in the ordinary course of business, at the 

location(s) and from custodians where documents or data responsive to the Interrogatories are 

most likely to reside. 
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16. Social Ranger objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the 

extent, that it is designed to cause undue annoyance, harassment, or oppression. 

17. Social Ranger objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the 

extent, that it is vague or ambiguous and, as such, would require Social Ranger to speculate as to 

the meaning of the Interrogatory. 

18. Social Ranger objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the 

extent, that it is compound or otherwise comprised of multiple requests. 

19. Social Ranger objects to the use of “any” and “all” in the Interrogatories in that 

such terms impose a burden greater than what is required under the Rules. Further, the terms 

make the Interrogatories overly broad, unduly burdensome, or not reasonably calculated to lead 

to the discovery of admissible evidence, or would result in the production of documents and 

information that are cumulative. Social Ranger will make a good faith, reasonable, and diligent 

effort to locate responsive documents, consistent with its obligations under the Rules and the 

objections herein. 

20. Social Ranger objects to the “Definitions” section preceding the Interrogatories as

vague and ambiguous, as well as overly broad and unduly burdensome. By submitting these 

responses, Social Ranger does not in any way adopt Facebook’s purported definitions of words or 

phrases. Social Ranger further objects to Facebook’s proposed “Definitions” to the extent they 

are susceptible to more than one meaning or are inconsistent with the ordinary or customary 

meaning of such words and phrases or the rules governing the permissible scope of discovery. 
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21. Social Ranger objects to the definition of the term “Communication” as overbroad 

and unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence in part because the defined term is never used in the Interrogatories. 

22. Social Ranger objects to the definition of the term “KITN Media” as overly broad 

and unduly burdensome, vague and ambiguous, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence to the extent the definition means (1) that KITN Media was the 

only company that has “operated the Super Rewards business”; and (2) that “KITN Media, 

ULC” was a “corporation.” 

23. Social Ranger objects to the definition of the term “Social Currency” as overly broad 

and unduly burdensome, vague and ambiguous, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence to the extent the definition means that “Social Currency, LLC” 

is a “corporation.” 

24. Social Ranger objects to the definitions of “Super Rewards,” “You,” and “Your” as 

irrelevant, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to Facebook’s needs in this 

case to the extent the definitions would bring within the scope of any Interrogatory a product, 

service, or business other than Super Rewards, or information that is neither known to nor 

reasonably available to Social Ranger. 

25. Social Ranger objects to the definitions of the terms “reflecting,” “referring,” and

“relating” as overly broad and unduly burdensome, vague and ambiguous, and not reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence to the extent they mean “prepared as a 

result of.” 
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26. Social Ranger objects to the “Instructions” section preceding the Interrogatories as

vague and ambiguous, as well as overly broad and unduly burdensome to the extent that they 

purport to impose an obligation on Social Ranger to locate, obtain, and produce information, 

documents, and things that are not in the possession, custody, or control of Social Ranger or its 

predecessors. 

27. Social Ranger further objects to Facebook’s Interrogatories under Section 3(d) of the

Court’s July 17, 2015 Scheduling Order (D.I. 29) to the extent the Interrogatories seek in 

response a level of detail that Facebook failed to provide in responding to Social Ranger’s 

interrogatories to Facebook. 

INTERROGATORIES 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections into each of 

the specific objections and responses that follow. Social Ranger’s failure to repeat any part of its 

Preliminary Statement or General Objections below shall not be construed as a waiver of its 

objections. 

Subject to the foregoing, and without waiver, modification, or limitation, Social Ranger 

objects and responds to the Interrogatories as set forth below. 

Interrogatory No. 1:

For each payment processing or related service that You provided, identify: 

(a) a description of that service; 

(b) your annual sales; 

(c) your annual cost of sales; 
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(d) your annual profits / losses; 

(e) the identity of your customers; 

(f) your competitors; 

(g) the market in which you compete; 

(h) your market share; 

(i) the sources of information as to your market share. 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory as vague with respect to time period, particularly as 

services provided have changed over time. Social Ranger further objects that this interrogatory is 

vague and ambiguous as to the term “related services.” Social Ranger further objects that (1) 

subparts (b)-(d) are vague and ambiguous as to the term “sales”; (2) subpart (d) is vague and 

ambiguous as to the terms “profits” and “losses”; (3) subpart (e) is vague and ambiguous as to 

the term “customers”; (4) subpart (f) is vague and ambiguous as to term “competitors”; and (5) 

subpart (h) is vague with respect to time period. Social Ranger further objects that this 

Interrogatory is compound in that it comprises at least six discrete subparts, improperly joined 

together in one interrogatory in an improper attempt to circumvent the requirements of Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 33. Social Ranger also objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it prematurely calls 

for expert witness opinions that will be provided in accordance with the expert-discovery 

deadlines established by the Court.  

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 

Objections, Social Ranger responds as follows: 
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(a) See Social Ranger’s answer to Interrogatory No. 2(a). 

(b) See Social Ranger’s answer to Interrogatory No. 2(b). 

(c) See Social Ranger’s answer to Interrogatory No. 2(c). 

(d) See Social Ranger’s answer to Interrogatory No. 2(d). 

(e) See Social Ranger’s answer to Interrogatory No. 2(e). 

(f) See Social Ranger’s answer to Interrogatory No. 2(f). 

(g) Super Rewards competed in the Virtual Currency Services market, including by 

facilitating direct payments from users via multiple payment sources, as well as providing 

customer services and management services for social-game developers, as part of its bundle of 

Virtual Currency Services.  

(h) See Social Ranger’s answer to Interrogatory No. 2(h). 

(i) See Social Ranger’s answer to Interrogatory No. 2(i). 

Interrogatory No. 2:

Identify all Virtual Currency Services that you provided, and for each service identify:  

(a) a description of that service; 

(b) your annual sales; 

(c) your annual cost of sales; 

(d) your annual profits / losses; 

(e) the identity of your customers; 

(f) your competitors; 

(g) the market in which you compete; 
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(h) your market share; 

(i) the sources of information as to your market share. 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory as vague with respect to time period, particularly as 

services provided have changed over time. Social Ranger further objects that this interrogatory is 

vague and ambiguous as to the term “related services.” Social Ranger further objects that (1) 

subparts (b)-(d) are vague and ambiguous as to the term “sales”; (2) subpart (d) is vague and 

ambiguous as to the terms “profits” and “losses”; (3) subpart (e) is vague and ambiguous as to 

the term “customers”; (4) subpart (f) is vague and ambiguous as to term “competitors”; and (5) 

subpart (h) is vague with respect to time period. Social Ranger further objects that this 

Interrogatory is compound in that it comprises at least six discrete subparts, improperly joined 

together in one interrogatory in an improper attempt to circumvent the requirements of Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 33. Social Ranger also objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it prematurely calls 

for expert witness opinions that will be provided in accordance with the expert-discovery 

deadlines established by the Court.  

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 

Objections, Social Ranger responds as follows: 

The Super Rewards Virtual Currency Service. 

(a) The Super Rewards Virtual Currency Service provided social-game developers a system 

to monetize their games on online social networking websites, including, for example on 

Facebook.com, Myspace, Bebo, Hi5, and Tagged, by providing functionality for users to earn 
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points, or various types of virtual currencies, in exchange for signing up for offers shown to users 

in-game; facilitating direct payments from users via multiple payment sources to purchase points 

or various types of virtual currencies; helping manage virtual currency; providing technology to 

help analyze transactions and advertising offers and to dynamically adjust pricing strategies; 

providing technology to help detect and combat fraud (if any); and related customer service. 

(b) Pursuant to Rule 33(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Social Ranger answers 

that information responsive to this Interrogatory may be derived or ascertained from documents  

produced in this matter, including but not limited to: SR00140881, SR00161474, SR00173613, 

SR00250840, SR00251666, SR00251667, SR00251668, SR00251669. 

(c) Pursuant to Rule 33(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Social Ranger answers 

that information responsive to this Interrogatory may be derived or ascertained from documents 

produced in this matter, including but not limited to: SR00140881, SR00161474, SR00173613, 

SR00250840, SR00251666, SR00251667, SR00251668, SR00251669. 

(d) Pursuant to Rule 33(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Social Ranger answers 

that information responsive to this Interrogatory may be derived or ascertained from documents 

produced in this matter, including but not limited to: SR00140881, SR00161474, SR00173613, 

SR00250840, SR00251666, SR00251667, SR00251668, SR00251669. 

(e) Pursuant to Rule 33(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Social Ranger answers 

that the identity of customers for which Super Rewards provided Virtual Currency Services from 

June 1, 2009 through the sale of the Super Rewards business in 2012 may be derived or 

ascertained from documents produced in this matter, including but not limited to: SR00140881, 

SR00173613, SR00251666, SR00251667, SR00251668, SR00251669. 
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(f) Facebook Credits, OfferPal, TrialPay, Gambit, Sometrics, SupersonicAds, SponsorPay, 

Peanut Labs, GratisPay, gWallet, LifeStreet Media. 

(g) Super Rewards competed in the Virtual Currency Services market for the bundle of 

virtual currency and virtual-reward management, payment-processing services, advertising 

offers, and related technology, customer service and product and technical support that it 

provided to social-game developers. 

(h) Following a diligent search of Super Rewards information and material in its 

possession, custody, or control, Social Ranger has been unable to locate Super Rewards 

information reasonably responsive to this Interrogatory. Social Ranger’s investigation continues 

and it will timely supplement this answer upon its discovery of responsive information. 

(i) Following a diligent search of Super Rewards information and material in its possession, 

custody, or control, Social Ranger has been unable to locate Super Rewards information 

reasonably responsive to this Interrogatory. Social Ranger’s investigation continues and it will 

timely supplement this answer upon its discovery of responsive information. 

Interrogatory No. 3:

Separately, identify: (a) each of Your clients for whom You provided Virtual Currency 

Services from June 1, 2009 to present, including any trial engagements; (b) each prospective or 

target client whom you contacted or communicated with in an effort to provide Virtual Currency 

Services from June 1, 2009 to present; (c) each of Your clients or potential clients that has 

declined, terminated or otherwise canceled an agreement for Virtual Currency Services from 
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you, together with the date of and reason for the termination, declination or cancellation; and (d) 

all complaints received from Your clients or potential clients about Super Rewards’ services. 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that discovery is ongoing. Social 

Ranger further objects that (1) subpart (a) is vague and ambiguous as to the term “clients” and 

“trial engagements”; (2) subpart (b) is vague and ambiguous as to the term “prospective or 

target clients” and is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to Facebook’s 

needs in this case; (3) subpart (c) is vague and ambiguous as to the terms “clients,” “potential 

clients,” and “declined, terminated or otherwise canceled an agreement,” calls for speculation 

as to any reasons for which a third party took any particular action, and is overly broad, unduly 

burdensome, and disproportionate to Facebook’s needs in this case; and (4) subpart (d) is vague 

and ambiguous as to the terms “complaints,” “clients,” and “potential clients” and is overly 

broad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to Facebook’s needs in this case. Social Ranger 

further objects that this Interrogatory is compound in that it comprises at least four discrete 

subparts, improperly joined together in one interrogatory in an improper attempt to circumvent 

the requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 33. Social Ranger also objects to this Interrogatory on the 

grounds that it prematurely calls for expert witness opinions that will be provided in accordance 

with the expert-discovery deadlines established by the Court.  

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 

Objections, Social Ranger responds as follows: 

(a) Pursuant to Rule 33(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Social Ranger answers 
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that the identity of customers for which Super Rewards provided Virtual Currency Services from 

June 1, 2009 through the sale of the Super Rewards business in 2012 may be derived or 

ascertained from documents produced in this matter, including but not limited to: SR00140881, 

SR00173613, SR00251666, SR00251667, SR00251668, SR00251669. 

(b) In general, Super Rewards marketed its Virtual Currency Services to social-game 

developers, which made and published games for play by users of online social networking 

websites including Facebook.com, Myspace, Bebo, Hi5, and Tagged. However, following a 

diligent investigation, Social Ranger is unable to identify “each prospective or target client” 

contacted or communicated with in an effort to provide Super Rewards’ services without 

undertaking an extraordinary effort because, in part, of the multi-year period of time at issue and 

because in addition to Super Rewards’s thousands of customers, there were an estimated tens of 

thousands of such potential developer customers. As a result, the expense and burden of 

responding to this subpart significantly outweighs the potential relevance of the responsive 

information. 

(c) Social Ranger is not aware of any developer clients which terminated Super Rewards’ 

services or cancelled an agreement for Virtual Currency Services. However, as a result of 

Facebook’s policies which went into effect in July 2011, all or substantially all of Super Rewards’ 

social-game developer clients effectively terminated their use of Super Rewards’ Virtual 

Currency Services for games on Facebook.com. 

(d) Following a diligent investigation, Social Ranger has determined that it is unable to 

identify “all complaints” about Super Rewards’ services from all “clients or potential clients” 

without undertaking an extraordinary effort because, in part, of the vagueness of the term 
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“complaint” and because Super Rewards had thousands of customers. As a result, the expense 

and burden of responding to this subpart significantly outweighs the potential relevance of the 

responsive information. 

Interrogatory No. 4:

For each person / entity identified in response to Interrogatory 2(a): (a) specify which 

Virtual Currency Services you provided; (b) whether those Virtual Currency Services were 

provided for applications or games accessed or played on Facebook and, if not, where the 

applications or games were accessed or played; and (c) the annual revenues received for those 

Virtual Currency Services. 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that discovery is ongoing. Social 

Ranger further objects that (1) subpart (a) is vague and ambiguous as to the time period; (2) 

subpart (b) is vague and ambiguous as to the terms “accessed … on Facebook,” “played on 

Facebook,” and “where the applications or games were accessed or played,” calls for speculation 

as to where particular third-parties’ games were “played” or “accessed,” and is overly broad, 

unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to Facebook’s needs in this case; and (3) subpart (c) is 

vague and ambiguous as to who received revenues. Social Ranger further objects that this 

Interrogatory is compound in that it comprises at least three discrete subparts, improperly joined 

together in one interrogatory in an improper attempt to circumvent the requirements of Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 33. Social Ranger also objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it prematurely calls 
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for expert-witness opinions that will be provided in accordance with the expert-discovery 

deadlines established by the Court. Social Ranger also objects to this Interrogatory as 

incomprehensible as written. The preamble to this Interrogatory states “For each person / entity 

identified in response to Interrogatory 2(a),” but Interrogatory 2(a) does not ask for the identity 

of a person or entity. Social Ranger will interpret the preamble to this Interrogatory to read: “For 

each person / entity identified in response to Interrogatory 3(a).” 

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 

Objections, Social Ranger responds as follows: 

(a) The Super Rewards Virtual Currency Service. 

(b) Following a diligent investigation, Social Ranger is unable to identify where each of the 

applications and games of Super Rewards’ developer customers were played or accessed without 

undertaking an extraordinary effort because, in part, of the multi-year period of time at issue and 

because Super Rewards had thousands of developer customers. As a result, the expense and 

burden of responding to this subpart significantly outweighs the potential relevance of the 

responsive information. Nonetheless, Super Rewards provided Virtual Currency Services to 

developers offering social games on at least Facebook.com, Myspace, Hi-5, Bebo, and Tagged.  

(c) Pursuant to Rule 33(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Social Ranger answers 

that information responsive to this Interrogatory may be derived or ascertained from documents 

produced in this matter, including but not limited to: SR00140881, SR00161474, SR00173613, 

SR00250840, SR00251666, SR00251667, SR00251668, SR00251669. 
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Interrogatory No. 5:

Describe in detail any strategy You formulated to provide Virtual Currency Services to 

customers on mobile platforms from June 1, 2009 to present. 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds it is vague and ambiguous as to the 

terms “describe in detail,” “any strategy,” “formulated,” “customers,” and “mobile 

platforms.” Social Ranger further objects that this interrogatory is irrelevant, overly broad, 

unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to Facebook’s needs in this case.  

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 

Objections, Social Ranger responds as follows: 

Based on Social Ranger’s understanding of this Interrogatory, Social Ranger is not aware of 

a strategy formulated to provide Virtual Currency Services to customers on mobile platforms. 

Interrogatory No. 6:

Describe in detail any strategy you formulated on or after January 1, 2011, to provide 

Virtual Currency Services to developers serving games to Facebook users without using the 

Facebook Platform, including, without limitation: (a) the identities and roles of the individuals 

involved in formulating and implementing the strategy; (b) the identities of developers who 

received Virtual Currency Services from You pursuant to the strategy; (c) the revenues and 

profits generated by You from these developers as a result of the strategy; and (d) the identities 
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of any other developers to whom you offered to provide Virtual Currency Services pursuant to 

the strategy. 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds it is vague and ambiguous as to the 

terms “describe in detail,” “any strategy,” “formulated,” and “developers serving games to 

Facebook users without using the Facebook Platform.” Social Ranger further objects that (1) 

subpart (a) is vague and ambiguous as to the term “involved in” and “formulating”; (2) subpart 

(b) is vague and ambiguous as to “received [services] … pursuant to the strategy” and is overly 

broad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to Facebook’s needs in this case; (3) subpart (c) 

is vague and ambiguous as to the terms “revenues” and “profits” and the phrase “revenues and 

profits generated … as a result of the strategy” and is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

disproportionate to Facebook’s needs in this case; and (4) subpart (d) is vague and ambiguous as 

to “provide services … pursuant to the strategy” and is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

disproportionate to Facebook’s needs in this case.  

Social Ranger further objects that this Interrogatory is compound in that it comprises at 

least four discrete subparts, improperly joined together in one interrogatory in an improper 

attempt to circumvent the requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 33. Social Ranger further objects to 

this Interrogatory to the extent that it calls for the disclosure of information protected by the 

attorney-client privilege, the attorney-work-product doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or 

protection.  

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 
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Objections, Social Ranger responds as follows: 

Based on Social Ranger’s understanding of this Interrogatory, Social Ranger is not aware of 

any strategy formulated on or after January 1, 2011 to provide Virtual Currency Services to 

developers serving social games to Facebook users without using the Facebook Platform. 

Interrogatory No. 7:

Describe in detail any strategy you formulated to provide Virtual Currency Services or 

payment processing related services to any developer, including developers who were not 

targeting Facebook users and developers who were not serving games, including, without 

limitation: (a) the identities and roles of the individuals involved in formulating and 

implementing the strategy; (b) the identities of developers who received services from You 

pursuant to the strategy; (c) the revenues and profits generated by You from these developers as 

a result of the strategy; and (d) the identities of any other developers to whom you offered to 

provide services pursuant to the strategy. 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds it is overly broad, unduly 

burdensome, and disproportionate to Facebook’s needs in this case in that one interpretation of it 

would call for information about Super Rewards’ entire business. Social Ranger further objects 

that this interrogatory is vague with respect to time period. Social Ranger further objects that this 

interrogatory is vague and ambiguous as to the terms “describe in detail,” “any strategy,” 
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“formulated,” “payment processing related services,” “developers who were not targeting 

Facebook users,” “developers who were not serving games.” Social Ranger further objects that 

(1) subpart (a) is vague and ambiguous as to the term “involved in” and “formulating”; (2) 

subpart (b) is vague and ambiguous as to “received services … pursuant to the strategy” and is 

overly broad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to Facebook’s needs in this case; (3) 

subpart (c) is vague and ambiguous as to the terms “revenues” and “profits” and the phrase 

“revenues and profits generated … as a result of the strategy” and is overly broad, unduly 

burdensome, and disproportionate to Facebook’s needs in this case; and (4) subpart (d) is vague 

and ambiguous as to “provide services … pursuant to the strategy” and is overly broad, unduly 

burdensome, and disproportionate to Facebook’s needs in this case. Social Ranger further objects 

that this interrogatory calls for speculation as to whether any particular developer was not 

“targeting Facebook users” or “serving games.” Social Ranger further objects that this 

Interrogatory is compound in that it comprises at least four discrete subparts, improperly joined 

together in one interrogatory in an improper attempt to circumvent the requirements of Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 33. Social Ranger further objects to this Interrogatory to the extent that it calls for the 

disclosure of information that is protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney-work-

product doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 

Objections, Social Ranger responds as follows: 

Super Rewards’ strategy for providing Virtual Currency Services to developers was to offer 

its Super Rewards offer wall, which featured advertising offers and direct pay options to 

respectively, earn or purchase various types of virtual currency, along with technology to help 
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analyze transactions and advertising offers and to dynamically adjust pricing strategies, 

technology to help detect and combat fraud (if any), and related customer service, on online 

social-networking websites, including, for example on Facebook.com, Myspace, Bebo, Hi5, and 

Tagged.  

(a) The individuals involved with formulating and implementing these strategies included 

the entire Super Rewards team. 

(b) All of Super Rewards’ social-game developer customers received Virtual Currency 

Services via the Super Rewards offer wall which featured advertising offers and direct pay 

options, on online social-networking websites, including, for example on Facebook.com, 

Myspace, Bebo, Hi5, and Tagged, along with Super Rewards’ technology to help analyze 

transactions and advertising offers and to dynamically adjust pricing strategies, technology to 

help detect and combat fraud (if any), and related customer service.  

(c) All of Super Rewards’ revenues and profits from Virtual Currency Services were 

generated as a result of this strategy. 

(d) Following a diligent investigation, Social Ranger is unable to identify all other 

developers to whom Super Rewards offered to provide services under this strategy without 

undertaking an extraordinary effort because, in part, of the multi-year period of time at issue and 

because Super Rewards had thousands of developer customers and there were many thousands of 

social-game developers. As a result, the expense and burden of responding to this subpart 

significantly outweighs the potential relevance of the responsive information.  
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Interrogatory No. 8:

Describe in detail each of the Virtual Currency Services You contend Facebook provided to 

developers on Platform in connection with Facebook Credits and Facebook Payments 

respectively. 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory as vague with respect to time period, particularly as 

the services Facebook provided in connection with Credits and Payments have changed over 

time. Social Ranger further objects to this Interrogatory because the phrase “developers on 

Platform” is vague and ambiguous. Social Ranger further objects that this Interrogatory is 

compound in that it comprises at least two discrete subparts, improperly joined together in one 

interrogatory in an improper attempt to circumvent the requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 33. Social 

Ranger further objects to this Interrogatory to the extent that it calls for the disclosure of 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney-work-product doctrine, or 

any other applicable privilege or protection.  

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 

Objections, and while fact discovery is ongoing, Social Ranger responds as follows: 

As a participant in the Virtual Currency Services market and with respect to Facebook 

Credits, Facebook provided a bundle of services that included at least a virtual currency, virtual 

currency management, payment processing, direct payments, risk and payment operations, and 

offer ads.  Facebook also offered related technology, customer service, and product and technical 

support.  See FB_0056631 (describing a “bundled payments system” including at least 
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“processing, fraud, customer support, [and] analysis tools” ); FB_0163592. 

As a participant in the Virtual Currency Services market and with respect to Facebook 

Payments, Facebook provided a bundle of services that included at least payment processing, 

direct payments, risk and payment operations, and offer ads. Facebook also offered related 

technology, customer service, and product and technical support.  See Rose Dep. Ex. 70 

(SR00259081), Ex. 86 (SR00259087). 

Interrogatory No. 9:

Describe in detail the factual bases, if any, for Your contention that “Facebook promised 

that developers would control how they monetized games on Platform,” and specifically Your 

contention that Mark Zuckerberg promised developers during the 2007 f8 that “[Developers] get 

to keep all the revenue and choose whatever ad delivery system they want” on Platform. 

(Complaint ¶¶ 44–46.) 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory to the extent that it calls for the disclosure of 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney-work-product doctrine, or 

any other applicable privilege or protection.  

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 

Objections, and while fact discovery is ongoing, Social Ranger responds as follows: 

In his May 24, 2007 f8 keynote speech, Mark Zuckerberg promised developers that they 

would be entitled to keep all of the revenue they generated on the Platform. On May 27, 2007, 
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Facebook’s developer blog reported that developers were “free to monetize [their] canvas pages 

through advertising or other transactions that [they] control.” Facebook made similar statements 

repeatedly over the ensuing years, including throughout 2010.  

Facebook’s statements garnered extensive public attention, including reports that 

developers “get to keep all the revenue and choose whatever ad delivery system they want.” Dan 

Farber, Facebook's Zuckerberg uncorks the social graph, ZDnet (May 24, 2007).  

Furthermore, Mr. Zuckerberg’s f8 Conference statements were extensively quoted and 

disseminated, explaining how he stated Platform developers could, “serve ads…Now, if you 

don’t want to run ads, you can just go ahead and sell something….You get to keep all of the 

revenue.” Other confirmations of Facebook’s statements included: 

1. Minic Rivera, Facebook is now open, 901am (May 24, 2007);  

2. Greg Sandoval, Facebook welcomes outside services, CNET (May 25, 2007) 

(quoting Facebook Chief Operating Officer Owen Van Natta as stating “We needed 

a competitive edge. . . . We want to create the most attractive site for developers to 

develop applications and a big part of that is to allow them to build businesses.”);  

3. James Zigrino, Facebook opens its doors to third parties, What’s Next… (May 25, 

2007); 

4. Joseph Smarr, I’m so impressed with f8, josephsmarr.com (May 25, 2007), 

http://josephsmarr.com/2007/05/25/imsoimpressedwithf8/; 

This list of articles is an illustrative, but not exhaustive, collection of documents that supports 

Social Rangers contentions. 

Pursuant to Rule 33(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Social Ranger further 
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answers that additional information responsive to this Interrogatory may be derived or 

ascertained from documents produced in this matter, including but not limited to: FB_0276580, 

FB_0480770; Gianos Dep. Ex 1 (SR00259090).  

Interrogatory No. 10:

Describe in detail, and with reference to specific developers, the factual bases, if any, for 

Your contention that social-game developers incurred monetary losses, “la[id] off employees, 

clos[ed] offices, . . . produc[ed] lower-quality games[,] or increased costs they were charging 

[users]” because Facebook “forced” them to use Facebook Credits. (Complaint ¶ 107.) 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that the terms “specific developers” 

and “use Facebook Credits” are vague and ambiguous. Social Ranger further objects to this 

Interrogatory to the extent that it calls for the disclosure of information protected by the 

attorney-client privilege, the attorney-work-product doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or 

protection. Social Ranger also objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it prematurely 

calls for expert-witness opinions that will be provided in accordance with the expert-discovery 

deadlines established by the Court. Social Ranger further objects that this Interrogatory is 

compound in that it comprises at least four discrete subparts, improperly joined together in one 

interrogatory in an improper attempt to circumvent the requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 33.  

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 

Objections, and while fact discovery is ongoing, Social Ranger responds as follows: 
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Social-game developer investments in developing social games are based on the cost of 

development and the expected income from those social games that prove to be successful. The 

anticompetitive increase in fees that Facebook charged to developers by its very nature reduced 

the net revenue earned by developers from their games and thus also reduced their incentives to 

develop games relative to that which would have prevailed with a competitive market for Virtual 

Currency Services. Facebook’s anticompetitive conduct also led to reduced net income to 

developers by reducing the quality of service provided to developers and their users. 

As a result of Facebook’s unlawful exercise of its market power, developers faced higher 

distribution cost, decreased distribution on the Facebook Platform, and a lower quality of service, 

leading to a large decrease in daily active users, while simultaneously being forced to pay 

Facebook’s supra-competitive 30% fee for Facebook Credits. RockYou succumbed to massive 

layoffs due to Facebook’s policies.  Digital Chocolate stated its revenues were suffering greatly 

through the use of Credits, including as a result of decreased revenues.  FB_0259329; 

FB_0387771.  

.  FB_0164260; FB_0164277; 

FB_0164610.  Facebook acknowledged that its imposition of Facebook Credits led to a decline in 

social games traffic on the Platform, which Facebook realized was due to the lack of value 

provided by its Credits offering.  

Pursuant to Rule 33(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Social Ranger further 

answers that additional information responsive to this Interrogatory may be derived or 

ascertained from documents produced in this matter, including but not limited to: FB_0122971; 

FB_0020685; FB_0038507; FB_0245104; FB_0245140; FB_0224796; FB_0079411; 
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FB_0163678; FB_0116674; FB_0176302; FB_0387771; FB_0259329; FB_0163592; 

FB_0249494; FB_0164260; FB_0164277; FB_0164610. 

Interrogatory No. 11:

Describe in detail the factual bases, if any, for Your contention that the July 2011 Facebook 

Policy caused “higher prices for virtual goods and social gaming.” (Complaint ¶ 111.) 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory to the extent that it calls for the disclosure of 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney-work-product doctrine, or 

any other applicable privilege or protection. Social Ranger also objects to this Interrogatory on 

the grounds that it prematurely calls for expert-witness opinions that will be provided in 

accordance with the expert-discovery deadlines established by the Court. 

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 

Objections, and while fact discovery is ongoing, Social Ranger responds as follows: 

The July 2011 policies mandated that developers pay 30% for services that they previously 

could purchase for 10–20% or less, and prohibited developers from offering virtual goods for sale 

at more advantageous terms on non-Facebook Social Game Networks. Successful developers are 

highly skilled at incentivizing user behavior and would have offered discounts to users who 

conducted transactions on alternative sites that resulted in lower transaction costs. Facebook’s 

July 2011 policies prohibited such discounts, and thus directly harmed users and developers alike. 

Facebook’s higher fees likely also led to higher prices for at least some virtual goods on Facebook 
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than otherwise would have been charged to users. 

Interrogatory No. 12:

Describe in detail the factual bases, if any, for Your contention that Facebook “forced” or 

“coerced” Zynga and “other large social-game developers” to adopt Facebook Credits by using 

“Facebook’s dominance and control over the Social-Game Network market.” (Complaint 

¶¶ 85–87.) 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory as vague as to the phrase “adopt Facebook Credits.” 

Social Ranger further objects to this Interrogatory to the extent that it calls for the disclosure of 

information that is protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney-work-product 

doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 

Objections, and while fact discovery is ongoing, Social Ranger responds as follows: 

In issuing its July 2011 policies and terms, Facebook explicitly conditioned continued 

access to the Facebook Social Game Network to a developer’s exclusive purchase of Virtual 

Currency Services from Facebook (first Facebook Credits and later Facebook Payments). 

Facebook also imposed most-favored-nation and anti-steering provisions which harmed other 

Social Game Networks and the ability of social-game developers to be successful on those 

networks. This was coercive because of Facebook’s dominant share of Social Game Network 

services. For example, Zynga reported in 2011 that, “To date, we have derived substantially all of 
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our revenue and acquired substantially all of our players through Facebook. We expect to 

continue to derive a substantial portion of our revenue and to acquire a substantial portion of our 

players from the Facebook platform for the foreseeable future.” Zynga SEC Form 10-K for 2011, 

page 8. 

Interrogatory No. 13:

Describe in detail the factual bases, if any, for Your contention in paragraph 119 of the 

Complaint that Social Ranger “intends and is prepared to enter the market by offering Virtual-

Currency Services to social-game developers on Facebook.com,” including, without limitation, a 

detailed specification of Social Ranger’s experience offering and providing such services to 

developers off Facebook. 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to 

the phrase “such developers off Facebook” because its antecedent is “developers on 

Facebook.com.” 

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 

Objections, and while fact discovery is ongoing, Social Ranger responds as follows: 

Social Ranger intends to enter the market by offering Virtual Currency Services to social-

game developers on Facebook.com if it is permitted to do so.  

Social Ranger has the ability to finance a virtual-currency business and to purchase the 
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necessary facilities and equipment. Social Ranger is ultimately owned by the largest privately held 

digital-marketing company (“Parent”) which owns and operates a portfolio of online-advertising 

businesses, and also owned and operated Super Rewards from mid-2009 through mid-2012. As a 

result, Social Ranger has access to substantial financial resources which are more than sufficient 

to fund Social Ranger’s development and growth should it be allowed to offer services. 

Similarly, Social Ranger has access to centralized infrastructure resources and personnel, 

including computer servers, software developers, software-development tools, and systems for 

tracking and analyzing offer performance and payouts to publishers, among others. This was also 

the case when the Parent previously owned and operated the Super Rewards business. 

As one of the Parent’s businesses, Social Ranger’s social-game developer customers will be 

available for existing Parent advertisers to select as a channel for publishing their ads. This was 

also the case when the Parent previously owned and operated the Super Rewards business. 

Social Ranger also has significant experience developing, offering, and providing Virtual 

Currency Services to social-game developers. Social Ranger’s CEO, Adam Caplan, was a founder 

and President of the original Super Rewards business and continued to serve in that role as Super 

Rewards grew to provide services to thousands of developer customers. Thus, Social Ranger’s 

management has extensive experience developing and operating a Virtual Currency Service 

business. 

Interrogatory No. 14:

Describe in detail the factual bases, if any, for Your contention that “the Social-Game 

Network market” and “the Virtual-Currency Services market” represent distinct and relevant 
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product markets. 

Response: 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections by reference 

and specifically objects to this Interrogatory to the extent that it calls for the disclosure of 

information that is protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney-work-product 

doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection. Social Ranger further objects to this 

Interrogatory on the grounds that it is vague with respect to the term “represent distinct and 

relevant product markets.” Social Ranger further objects to this Interrogatory to the extent it 

calls for a legal conclusion as to “distinct and relevant product markets.” Social Ranger also 

objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it prematurely calls for the disclosure of expert-

witness opinions that will be provided in accordance with the expert-discovery deadlines 

established by the Court. 

Subject to and without waiving these specific objections and the foregoing General 

Objections, and while fact discovery is ongoing, Social Ranger responds as follows: 

Social-Game Networks and Virtual Currency Services are distinct products provided in 

distinct relevant markets. There is sufficient consumer demand for the two products to be 

provided separately and there are no technical impediments to their separate provision. Indeed, 

Social-Game Networks and Virtual Currency Services have been provided separately. For 

example, Facebook provided a Social-Game Network without providing Virtual Currency 

Services during the period from Facebook Platform launch in 2007 through 2009 when it 

launched Facebook Credits. Prior to providing Virtual Currency Services, Facebook referred 

social-game developers to third-party Virtual Currency Service providers, including through its 
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presentations and meetings with developers, and through pages on its developer websites. Even 

after Facebook began providing Virtual Currency Services, independent third-party Virtual 

Currency Service providers (such as Super Rewards, Gambit, Offerpal, TrialPay, and others) 

continued to compete for the provision of those services without offering Social Game Networks. 

Super Rewards and other providers of Virtual Currency Services offered their services to 

developers who offered games on Social-Game Networks without those providers operating a 

Social-Game Network of their own.  

There are barriers to entry in providing Virtual Currency Services and Social Game 

Networks. Virtual Currency Services could not expand the range of their services to operate their 

own successful Social Game Networks. Similarly, Social Game Networks are unlikely to create 

their own successful Virtual Currency Services. Facebook was the exception, and was only able to 

succeed at doing so after several years of effort, and succeeded not as a result of skill, accident, or 

the quality of its Virtual Currency Services, but because of its exercise of market power in the 

Social Game Network market. 

Further, Social-Game Networks are not reasonably interchangeable with or substitutable 

for Virtual Currency Services for social-game developers. 

Dated: September 30, 2016 By:   /s/ Derek Linke 
Derek A. Newman (pro hac vice) 
Derek Linke (pro hac vice) 
Jason Sykes (pro hac vice) 
Newman Du Wors LLP 
2101 Fourth Avenue, Suite 1500 
Seattle, Washington 98121 
(206) 274-2800 
dn@newmanlaw.com 
linke@newmanlaw.com 
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Brian R. Strange (pro hac vice) 
Keith L. Butler (pro hac vice) 
Cindy Z. Reichline (pro hac vice) 
Strange & Butler 
12100 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1900 
Los Angeles, California 90025 
(310) 207-5055 
bstrange@strangeandbutler.com 
kbutler@strangeandbutler.com 
creichline@strangeandbutler.com 

Bruce Van Dalsem (pro hac vice) 
Kevin Teruya (pro hac vice) 
Michael Lifrak (pro hac vice) 
David Elihu (pro hac vice) 
Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & 
Sullivan, LLP 
865 Figueroa Street, 10th Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90017 
(213) 443-3000 
brucevandalsem@quinnemanuel.com 
kevinteruya@quinnemanuel.com 
michaellifrak@quinnemanuel.com 
davidelihu@quinnemanuel.com 

Kenneth L. Dorsney (I.D. #3726) 
Mary B. Matterer (I.D. #2696) 
Morris James LLP 
500 Delaware Avenue, Suite 1500 
Wilmington, Delaware 19801 
(302) 888-6800 
kdorsney@morrisjames.com 
mmatterer@morrisjames.com 

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 
SOCIAL RANGER, LLC 
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Exhibit J 
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